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Abstract
The main goal of this review is to provide a thorough scientific understanding of the interplay between stochastics and 
mechanics, by classifying what can be achieved by representing mechanical system parameters in terms of deterministic 
values (homogenization) versus random variables or random fields (stochastic upscaling). The latter is of special interest 
for novel Bayesian applications capable of successfully handling the phenomena of fracture in both the quasi-static and 
the dynamic evolution of heterogeneous solids where no scale separation is present, which we refer to as stochastic 
upscaling. We seek to quantify the sensitivity of these phenomena with respect to the size-effect (changes in character-
istic system dimension) and to the scale-effect (changes in characteristic time evolution). The challenge is to provide an 
answer as to why a system that is big does not break under quasi-static loads in the same way as a small system, even 
when both are built of the same material, and further extend this to inelasticity and fracture under dynamic loads. We 
plan to illustrate the crucial role of fine-scale heterogeneities and to develop the ground-breaking concept of stochastic 
upscaling that can capture their influence on instability and dynamic fracture at the system macro-scale. The stochastic 
upscaling is the key to size and scale laws in the proposed multi-scale approach, which can reach beyond homogenization 
to properly account for epistemic uncertainties of system parameters and the stochastic nature of dynamical fracture.
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1 Introduction

1.1  Motivation and illustrations

The methodology proposed in this work develops novel 
concepts in irreversible thermodynamics of nonequilibi-
rum processes (yet referred to as nonequilibrium statisti-
cal thermodynamics, see [12]), where neither space nor 
time scales are separated. This ground-breaking concept 
is here referred to as stochastic upscaling, providing a 
fruitful interaction of Mechanics (multi-scale approach) 
and Mathematics (uncertainty quantification). The sto-
chastic upscaling truly applies across many scientific and 
engineering domains, where multiscale structure mod-
els are used to replace the testing procedure used to 
validate structure integrity or structure durability. The 
important challenge we deal within this paper is quan-
tifying durability, life-time integrity, and safety against 
failure of massive composite structures under extreme 
loading conditions where real-size tests cannot be per-
formed. The main applications come from the area of 
energy production, regarding dominant energy systems. 
Of special interest are (costly) massive structures (e.g. 
nuclear power plant) with irreplaceable components 
built of reinforced-concrete composites (e.g. nuclear 
reactor protection structure); see Fig. 1. The main dif-
ficulty pertains to characterizing a number of different 
failure modes that require the most detailed description 
and interaction across the scales. Here, we seek to sig-
nificantly improve the currently dominant experimental 
approach, because the latter is either not applicable for 
the sheer size of the structure, or unable to exactly repro-
duce the extreme loads. We propose to use stochastic 
upscaling, where extensive small-scale (material) testing 
is supplemented with large-scale (structure) computa-
tions, which allows to explore the real fracture behavior 
of the system under various load scenarios in optimal 

design studies, and thus accelerate innovations in this 
domain.

Of special interest for the developments to follow are 
concrete composite materials (the dominant material in 
construction). However, the proposed methodology can 
also apply to carbon-fiber composites (the most advanced 
material in aerospace engineering), where the need for 
test replacements has already been recognized with the 
pyramid of tests [57] proposing multi-scale computa-
tions as complement or replacement of large-scale test-
ing and leaving (extensive) testing only for small scales. 
Unfortunately, many homogenization-based approaches 
forget the need to address the role of probability, for the 
case when the scales are no longer separated. One such 
example is localized failure and fracture [30], where clas-
sical homogenization response remains insufficient for 
validation.

Another important reason for using a multi-scale 
approach is to predict crack spacing and opening in order 
to improve the durability of structures made of composite 
materials. For example, mixing cement-based composites 
with fiber reinforcements, one is able to compensate for 
the loss of durability of high-performance concrete with 
higher compressive strength. The latter occurs due to the 
use of a finer ground cement and increased C2S content, 
that results in a higher rate of hydration, which also pro-
duces higher peak temperatures due to cement drying, 
and more early-age cracks, or initial defects, thus reducing 
structure durability. Moreover, a high hydration rate also 
significantly reduces the subsequent self-healing capac-
ity of micro-cracks typical of traditional concrete mixture, 
thus reducing high strength concrete durability, unless 
mixed with reinforcement fibers. Similarly, by adding to 
3D woven carbon-fiber composites the corresponding 
reinforcement binders, we obtain a material with higher 
durability due to a much increased resistance to shear fail-
ure compared to traditional laminate composites.

From the standpoint of successfully constructing pre-
dictive fracture models, the composite materials of inter-
est for the proposed multi-scale approach should share 
rather similar features with a two-phase meso-structure 
(aggregate vs. cement, or carbon vs. epoxy), a non-local 
dimension brought by long fiber reinforcement, and fab-
rication that is comparable to large-scale additive-manu-
facturing, where the complete structure is cast with the 
same material rather than an assembly of various com-
ponents. The latter is the crucial hypothesis that can ren-
der the proposed stochastic approach feasible in terms 
of predicting probability-distribution-based estimates of 
material parameters valid for the whole structure (oppo-
site to pre-fabricated structures characterized by a large 
difference between manufactured and on-site construc-
tion components).

Fig. 1  Illustrative example for testing of large structures: (left) 
nuclear power plant with cooling tower and reactor containment 
structures built of reinforced-concrete composites; (right) Sandia 
Test on reduced size containment structure (1/4 of real size)
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1.2  Main research goals

A new scientific challenge with respect to the state-
of-the-art is to recast structure integrity and durability 
requirements for heterogeneous composites as a cou-
pled stochastics-inelasticity problem at multiple scales. 
The heterogeneous composite materials with inelastic 
behavior leading to fracture can rather be considered as 
a dynamical system, where history dependent inelastic-
ity at different scales will carry the information pertinent 
to durability or to material damage as the consequence 
of an applied loading program. The inelasticity at multi-
ple scales implies using different spatial scales in order to 
reduce the uncertainty in providing the most appropriate 
representation of particular inelastic mechanisms typical 
of these heterogeneous composites, from initial defects 
to reinforcement slip (see Fig. 2). Given different sources 
of uncertainty at multiple scales concerned, it seems more 
appropriate to talk about inelasticity at multiple scales 
rather than multiscale inelasticity. This point-of-view is 
also in agreement with the role of probability, which is 
needed to retain the unresolved physics at smaller scales 
in terms of probabilistic noise at larger scales. This is done 
through stochastic upscaling (opposite to methods like 
relative entropy [83]). For the finest scales, due to com-
posite material heterogeneities, one cannot predict the 
exact microstructure evolution with initial defects, unless 
assuming prior distributions of meso-scale fracture param-
eters at the aggregate–cement phase interface. Thus, one 
ought to find the solution to a multiphysics problem of 
coupled mechanics-chemistry of cement hydration by 
the National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) 
model (see Fig. 2), combined with cement-drying next 
to aggregates concrete composite resulting from shrink-
age induced micro-cracks. Such results are then used to 

improve posterior probability distributions of meso-scale 
fracture parameters through Bayesian inference. This is an 
off-line probability computation performed as a pre-pro-
cessing step were one can use many different microstruc-
ture simulations (or measurements) to construct predictive 
posterior distribution of meso-scale fracture parameters 
expressed as random fields (see Fig. 2). Subsequently, the 
uncertainty at the meso-scale will carry over to the macro-
scale when computing the risk posed by concrete fracture 
to structure integrity. This ought to be performed as an on-
line probability-finite-element computations that provides 
the variability of the structure response with uncertainty 
propagation starting from such meso-scale parameter 
probability distributions. Then, stochastic upscaling will 
be used again for scale-coarsening in order to produce a 
reduced model granting computational efficiency at the 
stage where the crack pattern in a particular finite element 
has stabilized. Finally, predicting crack spacing and open-
ing, which plays the crucial role for structure durability, 
requires to deal with uncertainties in bond-slip distribu-
tion all along a particular reinforcement bar (see Fig. 2). 
Therefore, the proposed multiscale approach to quantify 
fracture integrity and durability of large structures built 
of concrete composites must be capable of spanning 
from fine scales defining initial defects, placed at microns 
( 10−6m ), to structure scales that can reach over 100m for 
large composite structures; see Fig. 2. Thus, the problem 
complexity is at least comparable to nano-mechanics (or 
classical domains of statistical mechanics), or even higher, 
due to microstructure complexities (16-phase represen-
tation of cement hydration product by the NIST model; 
see Fig.  2), that impose a more elaborate probability 
framework.

Ambitious objectives that go beyond the current state-
of-the-art concern developments in a predictive multiscale 

Fig. 2  Concrete composites micro-scale, meso-scale and macro-scale for quantifying durability, damage and integrity
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approach where all scales are to be treated probabilisti-
cally, and not only capturing the average response on the 
larger scale by the classical homogenization approach. This 
is particularly important for concrete composites where 
the scales characterizing material heterogeneities are in 
general not well separated. Such is the case when test-
ing reduced-size specimen with respect to microstructure 
heterogeneities, where significant variability occurs in the 
test results due to small-scale uncertainty. More important 
for these quasi-brittle composites is the fracture sensitivity 
to small-scale defects that trigger crack coalescence and 
accelerates structure failures. This is especially visible when 
more than one failure mode is active, where only fine-scale 
models representing material heterogeneities can provide 
sufficiently predictive results, and where classical homog-
enization fails. While there are already quite a few works on 
multiscale modeling of fracture, a multiscale two-way cou-
pling for the probabilistic description presented herein is 
still lacking. Namely, all scales are considered as uncertain, 
and thus will be modeled with a stochastic description. 
This is done with a novel stochastic upscaling approach, 
where any coarse scale can retain the unresolved phys-
ics of the smaller scale in terms of the corresponding 
probability distribution properties to match a quantity-
of-interest (e.g. strain energy or inelastic dissipation). The 
probability computations objective is twofold. First an 
off-line probability computation is performed in terms of 
pre-processing by Bayesian updates of (many) realizations 
for the particular composite material microstructure with 
initial (or aging-induced) defects to define meso-scale 
(e.g. phase interface) parameters as random fields. Sec-
ond, an on-line probability computation to carry on with 
uncertainty propagation starting from such meso-scale to 
the structural scale, where computational efficiency with 
a mechanics-based model reduction is achieved by data 
compression with low-rank tensor approximations.

1.3  Novelty with respect to state‑of‑the‑art

With the vast majority of recent works limited to the linear 
or mildly nonlinear case, a coupled nonlinear mechanics-
probability formulation still remains an open problem. The 
high gain pertains to providing the predictive computa-
tional tools for accelerating experiments and offering a 
probability-supported explanation of the size effect (with 
different failure modes for different size structures built 
of same heterogeneous material), and to the scale effect 
(with different time-evolution regimes for different size 
of structure built of same heterogeneous material). The 
successful solution of the coupled probability–inelasticity 
problem at multiple scales is the key milestone in build-
ing the comprehensive tools for the monitoring of large 

composite structures, and for decision-making tools to 
quantify their fracture integrity and durability.

The main contribution going beyond the state-of-the-
art is in seeking to connect such vastly different scales and 
their roles, from multiphysics driven microstructure evolu-
tion to non-local scales of long fiber reinforcement. This is 
a rather different point-of-view from the classical approach 
where each problem is typically studied independently, by 
a specialist of particular domain (i.e. cement hydration vs. 
concrete microstructure vs. concrete fracture vs. reinforce-
ment design). More precisely, here we further discuss a 
number of novelties: 

 (i) Thermodynamics-based theoretical formulation for 
fracture and inelasticity at multiple scales, which 
does not need any regularization, contrary to cur-
rently used models such as gradient plasticity [66], 
non-local damage models [63], or the phase-field 
approach [10]. The proposed theoretical formula-
tion is firmly rooted in thermodynamics and energy 
based approximations that need no regularization 
of governing variational equations. It can represent 
correctly the additive split of total dissipation into 
volume and crack-surface components, the full set 
of fracture mechanisms at different scales, and their 
evolutions and interactions. It can also include the 
non-local representation of reinforcement slip.

 (ii) The proposed discrete approximation for each par-
ticular scale is the most suitable choice with: Voxel 
representation [5] of microstructure at micro-scale, 
Voronoi cells [38, 39] for meso-scale, embedded 
discontinuity finite element methods (ED-FEM) 
[40] for macro-cracks and extended finite element 
method (X-FEM) [3] for non-local slip or reinforce-
ment. Namely, X-FEM is the most suitable global 
representation, which is precisely the case of non-
local slips along a particular reinforcement bar. Sim-
ilarly, ED-FEM combining volume dissipation in the 
fracture process zone and surface dissipation in the 
macro-crack is the best (element-wise) approxima-
tion of dissipated energy, as opposed to the best 
representation of a macro-crack as proposed with 
the earlier version of X-FEM [3] or phase field meth-
ods [10]. Finally, the choice of Voronoi cells, besides 
the most efficient mesh generation, can provide a 
representation of both elastic anisotropic response 
and the full set of failure modes for two-phase com-
posites [45].

 (iii) The stochastic upscaling is an original approach 
that provides a scale-coarsening strategy, much dif-
ferent from previous ad-hoc choices (e.g. see [4]). 
The starting point in our discussion is the effect of 
initial defects at the meso-scale, with properties 
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expressed as random fields. The probability distri-
bution of such random fields can be obtained in 
off-line computations by using simulation tools for 
cement microstructure evolution [5]. The stochas-
tic upscaling is capable of accounting for fine-scale 
initial defects, especially at the cement-aggregate 
interface as the weakest phase of concrete com-
posites. From such a starting point we carry on 
with on-line computations, with two possible 
ways for stochastic upscaling to the macro-scale: 
(i) stochastic plasticity [31], where macro-scale 
material parameters are reduced to random vari-
ables in order to gain computational efficiency; (ii) 
probability-based interpretation of the size effect 
[35], where macro-scale material parameters have 
to represented by correlated random fields.

 (iv) The key point in uncertainty propagation is the 
computation of the probability distribution for 
coarse-scale models, which is carried out by Bayes-
ian inference [62]. We discuss two possible meth-
ods to carry out the Bayesian inference based upon 
either the Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) or 
the Gauss Markov Kálmán Filter (GMKF) approach. 
With such an approach one can recover a reduced 
model that defines probability distributions of 
fracture parameters describing localized failure 
with both volume and surface dissipation. Such a 
mechanics-based model reduction is fundamen-
tally different from the vast majority of recent 
works using statistical modes with either Proper 
Orthogonal Decomposition (POD) or Proper Gen-
eralized Decomposition (PGD) (e.g. see [8, 47, 68] 
or [7]). More importantly, we can thus recover any 
probability distribution of structure failure modes 
for advanced safety evaluation, contrary to previ-
ous works using pre-assigned probability distribu-
tions: log-normal for constructing fragility curves 
[85], uniform for constructing bounds [48], Weibull 
to account for weakest link failure [49], or ad-hoc 
combination of power law and Gaussian as two 
asymptotic values [2].

1.4  Paper outline

We have organized the paper as follows. In Sect. 2 we 
discuss the main ideas pertinent to the classical and 
numerical homogenization, which implies replacing 
elastic properties of heterogeneous composites by aver-
age values. We then take such simple setting of average 
elastic properties evaluation to introduce an alternative 
approach to homogenization based upon stochastics 
and to present two different methods Markov Chain 
Monte Carlo (MCMC) and Kalman Gauss Markov Filter 

(KGMF), given confirmation of superior efficiency of the 
latter. This is done in Sect. 3, which also presents the 
most complete developments of different tools for sto-
chastics, since they apply in the same manner to either 
linear elastic behavior or to nonlinear fracture of heter-
ogenous composites, although not with same outcome, 
as shown in Sect. 3.

The latter sections present the main thrust of the paper, 
with a number of recent (and original) results, most of 
which pertain to different mulitiscale modeling aspects of 
composite materials. In particular, in Sect. 4 we provide the 
reduced model of stochastic plasticity for localized failure 
and fracture of cement based composites. The proposed 
approach clearly illustrates the benefits of using Bayesian 
inference in order to replace computational intensive fine 
scale computations, whenever possible (typically, when 
the crack pattern has stabilized where we can use embed-
ded discontinuity finite element discrete approximation) 
in terms of more efficient coarse scale model that can pre-
serve the same results for quantities of interest (here cho-
sen as either strain energy for elastic or plastic dissipation 
for inelastic response phase). We show how to define for 
such coarse scale reduced models not only their parame-
ters, but also their probability distribution (i.e. defining the 
parameters of reduced model as random variables, with 
not necessarily simple Gaussian probability distribution).

In Sect. 5, we go a step further in modeling compos-
ite materials with fiber reinforcement and present the 
reduced model for reinforced concrete structures. The 
same stochastic tools are used, so we can focus on mod-
eling issues, and illustrate that the proposed models are 
capable of capturing crack spacing and opening, along 
with corresponding variability of results.

Sections 6 and 7 present very important results for the 
final goal of our paper, which pertain to size and scale 
effects. Namely, the dominant failure modes are not the 
same for two structures (large vs. small) that are built of 
the same composite material, which is often referred to 
size effect. In Sect. 6, we provide the probability-based 
explanation of the size effect, with the main role played 
by sound modeling of reduced model parameters in terms 
of correlated random fields. Similar random fields param-
eter modeling also allows to illustrate that the dynamic 
response for two structures (large vs. small) built of the 
same composite material will not be the same. In Sect. 7, 
we present the probability-based explanation of this phe-
nomena, which we refer to as scale effect. The practical 
benefit of capturing scale effect is illustrated in terms of 
classical Rayleigh damping by inelastic multiscale model.

For clarity, both ideas in Sects. 6 and 7 are illustrated in 
the simplest 1D setting. The same is done in Sect. 8 for sto-
chastic solutions that go beyond Young measures, which 
represent the most general case with model parameters 
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chosen as random fields. In Sect. 9, we state the paper 
conclusions.

2  Classical and numerical homogenization

Perhaps one of the most successful Reduced Order Mod-
els (ROM) was obtained by the classical homogenization 
approach, seeking to provide values for model param-
eter at a coarse (structure) scale in terms of an effective 
replacement of real properties on a fine (material) scale; 
see Fig. 3a. Thus, homogenization is intrinsically a multi-
scale method starting with corresponding microstructure 
observations.

Such a multiscale method was first successfully 
applied to estimate linear (elastic) behavior of heteroge-
neous composite materials, and produces the effective 
mechanical properties (e.g. effective elastic modulus). 
In mathematics, such an effective value may be reached 
by means of asymptotic analysis [52], and a solution to a 
cell problem of size T to define an effective modulus Ā(x) 
from the periodic variation of a real micro-scale modu-
lus A�(x) = A(x, x∕�) , characterized by a scale separation 
parameter � , by introducing suitable parameterization at 
micro-scale with a new variable y = x∕� . Furthermore, 
with the key assuming on scale separation, one may seek 
the solution u� in terms of asymptotic development in � 
resulting with the asymptotic approach to homogeniza-
tion summarized in (1):

where Ā(x) is the homogenized macro-scale modulus, and 
� is a T-periodic field provided as the solution to the cell-
problem: −∇y ⋅ (∇y�A

T ) = ∇y ⋅ A
T .

Classical homogenization in mechanics first requires 
to define a micro-scale representative volume element 
(RVE), where all microstructure details are visible (with their 

(1)
∇ ⋅ (A𝜀∇u𝜀) = f ;∀x ∈ V ; A𝜀 = A(x, y) ; y =

x

𝜀

u𝜀(x) = u0(x, y) + 𝜀u1(x, y) + 𝜀2u2(x, y) +…

Ā(x) = ∫
T

(
A(x, y) + A(x, y) ⋅ ∇𝜒(y)T

)
dy ;

variations sufficiently well represented with variable y). At 
macro-scale, such RVE corresponds to a point x, with cor-
responding values of displacement uM(x) , strain �M(x) and 
stress field �M(x) ; see Fig. 3b. The homogenization implies 
that one can match the (internal energy) results at two scales 
by averaging either stress or strains at micro-scale over RVE, 
as indicated in (2a). The main remaining question concerns 
the boundary conditions imposed on RVE in computing 
such homogenization. Here, one can define either an upper 
bound for the homogenized properties when imposing dis-
placement boundary conditions on RVE, or a lower bound 
when imposing stress boundary conditions on RVE level 
[24]. Finally, we can impose the periodic boundary condi-
tions on RVE leading to classical homogenization approach 
in mechanics, as summarized in (2) below:

where we denoted micro-scale displacement um(x) , strain 
�m(x) and stress �m(x) , and FM the corresponding macro-
scale deformation gradient (see [37] for more details). 
Interestingly enough, both the asymptotic analysis in 
mathematics and the RVE approach in mechanics—when 
considering periodic boundary condition imposed on RVE 
scale and the energy norm in matching the two scales 
[24]—provide the same result for the linear elastic proper-
ties. Although these results in mathematics and mechanics 
were obtained at research centers at the same university 
in Paris, there was no apparent collaboration between the 
two groups (a practice that we seek to change with this 
review).

For a more general problem with lack of microstructure 
periodicity, one replaces classical homogenization with 
numerical homogenization combined with the weak form 
of the governing multiscale evolution equations [37]. The 
latter is proposed in [41], by considering the classical discrete 
approximation constructed with the finite element method 
resulting with:

(2)

(a)𝜎M(x) = Ā(x)𝜖M(x) ⇒ ΠM(x) =
1

2
𝜎M(x) ⋅ 𝜖M(x);

𝜎M(x) =
1

|V| ∫V

𝜎m(x, y) dy;

𝜖M(x) =
1

|V| ∫V

𝜖m(x, y) dy,

(b)ΠM(uM(x)) = min
u

max
𝜎

(
1

|V| ∫V

Πm(x, y)(um(x, y)) dy

−
1

|V| ∫V

tm ⋅
(
[|𝜑(x, y)|] − FM(x)[|y|]) dy

)

(3)
uM(x, t) =

nM∑
a=1

NM
a
(x) dM

a
(t); wM(x) =

nM∑
a=1

NM
a
(x)wM

a

um(y, t) =
nm∑
b=1

Nm
b
(y) dm

b
(t); wm(y) =

nm∑
b=1

Nm
b
(y)wm

b

(a) (b)

Fig. 3  Homogenization method: a microstructure observation; b 
representative volume element (RVE) with scale separation
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where NM
a
(⋅) and Nm

b
(⋅) are the shape functions correspond-

ing to each scale in VM and Vm respectively, dM
a
(t) and dm

b
(t) 

are the real time dependent nodal displacements, while 
wM

a
 and wm

b
 are the time-independent virtual displace-

ment nodal values. An additional advantage of numeri-
cal homogenization is its straightforward extension to 
nonlinear problems, where, with no loss of generality, we 
assume that all the internal variables �m are defined only 
at the micro-scale. Thus, the state variables can be written 
as: displacements at the macro-scale dM(t) , displacements 
at the micro-scale dm(t) , and the internal variables govern-
ing the evolution of inelastic dissipation at the micro-scale 
�m(t) , which can be obtained by a corresponding time-
integration scheme used to compute their evolution in 
agreement with an applied loading program. This can be 
presented more formally in terms of:

Abstract numerical homogenization in [tn, tn+1]
Given: dM

n
, dm,e

n
, �m,e

n
; ∀e ∈ [1, nM

el
]

Find: dM
n+1

, dm,e
n+1

, �m,e
n+1

Such that the (weak form of the) equilibrium equations 
discretized with (3) at the macro-scale and the micro-scale 
are satisfied:

where � symbolizes the FEM assembly operator, and e.g. 

…
||||dM,e

 in (5) means that the macro variables dM,e are kept 

constant while solving (5) for dm,e and �m,e , and similarly for 
(4). The structure of the micro-macro equilibrium equation 
(5) and (4) is very much similar to those for the classical 
plasticity model [37], in the sense that the first part in (4) 
are global equations, which concern all the macro-scale 
elements and nodal values of dM , whereas the second part 
in (5) are local equations which concern the micro-scale 
values of dm (and internal variables �m ) computing the 
microstructure evolution within one particular macro-
scale element at the time. Such analogy with classical plas-
ticity allows us to directly exploit the operator split method 
in order to separate the global from the local equation 
solution process. In other words, for each one of the global 
iterations we carried out with (4), in general, several local 
iterations leading to converged solutions of (5) are per-
formed. First, in each global iteration at the macro-scale, 
one solves the linearized form of the structure equilibrium 
equations with iteration over i

(4)rn+1∶=�
nM
el

e=1
(f M,e,int
n+1

(dM
n+1

) − f e,ext
n+1

)
||||dm,e ,�m,e

= 0

(5)hn+1(d
m,e, �m,e)

||||dM,e

= 0 ; ∀e ∈ [1, nM
el
],

where the macro-scale stiffness matrix KM and internal 
force vector f M,int are obtained by the finite element assem-
bly procedure taking into account the corresponding con-
verged solution at the micro-scale [41]. In each i-iteration 
in the linearization (6) of (4), the local micro-scale lineariza-
tions (7) of (5) are iterated over j locally to convergence:

There is a fundamental difference between such a mul-
tiscale approach [41] versus numerical homogenization 
referred to as the finite element squared method (FE2 ) [16],

where one constructs the homogenized stress and 
elasticity tensor by using the results in (2) at each numeri-
cal Gauss quadrature point at the macro-scale, and then 
carries on with standard computations of the macro-scale 
element internal force and stiffness matrix by standard 
numerical integration; see Fig. 4.

The FE2 approach can face difficulties if used with a 
structured mesh. One illustrative example comes form 
[41], where a macro-scale finite element has a simple 

(6)
Lin[r

M,(i)

n+1
]
||||dm

n+1
,�m
n+1

= 0 ⟹

K
M,(i)

n+1
(d

M,(i+1)

n+1
− d

M,(i)

n+1
) = f ext

n+1
− f

M,int,(i)

n+1
,

(7)Lin[r
m,(j)

n+1
]
||||dM,(i)

n+1

= 0.

Fig. 4  Model FE2 for a three-point bending test, with a finite ele-
ment mesh composed of Q4 isoparametric elements at macro-scale 
and another mesh of Q4 elements constructed at micro-scale: a FE2 
method with micro-scale mesh constructed at each Gauss point 
of macro-scale element; b proposed method [41] with micro-scale 
mesh constructed for each macro-scale element—mesh-in-ele-
ment (MIEL)
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rectangular geometry, but with two-phase material prop-
erties and phase-interface placed inside the element. Fig. 5 
provides a comparison between an exact microstructure 
representation for a coupled damage-plasticity model 
versus a structured mesh representation with a 5 × 5 
quadrature rule for a simple 4-node element suggested 

by [89]. Moreover, the standard FE2 approach fails in deal-
ing with fracture mechanics problems, whereas the pro-
posed numerical homogenization approach—mesh-in-
element (MIEL)—remains capable of dealing with such a 
case, which is particularly important when the scales are 
no longer separated [77] and size effects come into play.
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Fig. 5  Comparison of RVE computation results for coupled damage-plasticity: exact [41] versus structured [89] finite element mesh repre-
sentation
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3  Stochastic homogenization

While the classical approaches to homogenization just 
described essentially assume a certain and deterministic 
micro-structure which varies on smaller scales amenable 
to possible (though costly) computational resolution, 
another approach is to start from the assumption that the 
micro-structure is uncertain, and possibly also has varia-
tions on scales finer than the numerical resolution. Such 
an uncertain micro-structure may be described with meth-
ods from probability theory and random fields, and these 
probabilistic methods also offer a way for the upscaling. 
Thus a short detour through the pertinent topics in sto-
chastics is needed, especially as these methods will also 
be used in other circumstances than just elastic upscaling 
later.

3.1  Random fields for micro‑structures

What is desired is, in this simplest case, to model the 
modulus A(x) in (1) resp. (2) as a random field (RF). Such a 
random field A(x,�) may be thought of at each fixed point 
of the domain x ∈ V ⊆ ℝ

d as a random variable (RV) on a 
suitable probability space (Ω,�,ℙ) (see e.g. [59]), where 
Ω is the set of all elementary random events—the set of 
all possible realizations—and � is the �-algebra of meas-
urable subsets S ⊆ Ω to which a probability ℙ(S) can be 
assigned. With such a RF, the probabilistic equivalent of (1) 
would be a stochastic partial differential equation (SPDE) 
(see e.g. [59]):

and the response u(x,�) is itself a random field.
The most basic characterization of such a RF is 

through its mean-value function or expectation 
�A(x) = 𝔼(A(x, ⋅)) = ∫

Ω
A(x,�)ℙ(d�) , and its zero mean 

fluctuating part Ã(x,𝜔) = A(x,𝜔) − 𝜇A(x) , the part which 
is really random. A frequently employed representation 
of this fluctuating part is through a separated represen-
tation Ã(x,𝜔) =

∑
�
𝜉
�
(𝜔)A

�
(x) , a linear combination 

of deterministic functions A
�
(x) with random variables 

(RVs) �
�
(�) as coefficients, and convergent limits of such 

expressions in appropriate topologies. The most useful 
topology on RFs is the one given by the inner product 
⟨� ∣ �⟩Ω∶=�(�(⋅)�(⋅)) for two RVs �, � , generating the Hil-
bert space of RVs with fine variance L2(Ω,ℙ) , combined 
with the space L2(V) for spatial functions with the usual 
inner product ⟨a ∣ b⟩V∶= ∫

V
a(x)b(x) dx  . For RFs this 

gives the Hilbert space L2(Ω × V) = L2(Ω)⊗ L2(V) with 
an inner product defined for elementary separated fields 
A(x,�) = �(�)a(x) and B(x,�) = �(�)b(x) by

(8)A(u)∶=∇ ⋅ (A(x,�)∇u(x,�)) = f (x,�),

and extended by linearity to all of L2(Ω × V) , so that the 
inner product of the fluctuating parts is the covariance 
cov(𝜉, 𝜂) =

⟨
𝜉 ∣ �̃�

⟩
Ω

 ; two RVs with cov(�, �) = 0 have 
orthogonal fluctuating parts and are called uncorrelated.

One of the best known separated representations is 
the Karhunen–Loève expansion (KLE), which may be seen 
as a singular value decomposition (SVD) of the random 
field. It is usually computed using the covariance function 
CA(x, z) = �(Ã(x, ⋅)⊗ Ã(z, ⋅))—the tensor product is there 
in case A(x,�) is vector valued—as the integral kernel of 
a self-adjoint positive definite Fredholm integral eigen-
value equation (see e.g. [59] for more details) to obtain 
L2(V) orthonormal eigenfunctions �

�
(x) with non-negative 

eigenvalues �
�
 , representing partial variances. The KLE—a 

concise spectral representation of the RF [59]—then reads

where �
�
(�) are uncorrelated RVs of zero mean and unit 

variance ( L2(Ω)-orthonormal), with the eigenvalues �
�
 usu-

ally ordered in a descending order, so that a series trun-
cated after N terms is the best N-term approximation in 
the L2(Ω × V)-norm. In the end the RF is computationally 
represented by a (finite) set of RVs.

In case the field is Gaussian, i.e. the RVs A(x, ⋅) are Gauss-
ian at each x ∈ V , so are the RVs �

�
 in (10), in which case 

they are then not only uncorrelated but independent. 
Material properties are usually non-Gaussian fields (e.g. 
log-normal), but a representation in independent RVs 
is very desirable in order to simplify integration of sto-
chastic integrals. In such a case they may be expressed 
either directly as functions of Gaussian fields (see e.g. [59]) 
A(x,�) = Υ(x, �(x,�)) , where Υ is a point-wise transforma-
tion, and �(x,�) is a Gaussian random field represented as 
in (10), or the uncorrelated coefficient RVs �

�
 in (10) are 

non-Gaussian and may be expanded as functions of inde-
pendent Gaussian RVs �(�) = (�1(�),… , �j(�),…):

The multi-variate functions Ψ� are often chosen as a set 
of multi-variate Hermite-polynomials H� [90, 91], in which 
case in (11) one has Wiener’s well-known L2(Ω)-complete 
polynomial chaos expansion (PCE). In a computational 
setting, the expansion in (11) is naturally truncated to a 
finite number of terms. In the end, any RF or RV may be 
represented in appropriate topologies is such a way, the 
representation is given computationally via the tensor of 
coefficients Ξ(�)

�
.

(9)⟨ ⟨A ∣ B⟩ ⟩∶=⟨� ∣ �⟩Ω⟨a ∣ b⟩V,

(10)A(x,�) = �A(x) +
�
�

√
�
�
�
�
(�)�

�
(x),

(11)�
�
(�) =

∑
�∈J

Ξ
(�)

�
Ψ�(�(�)).
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3.2  Bayesian updating

How to obtain the probability distribution of these RFs 
resp. RVs on the macro scale will be shown in more detail 
in Sect. 4.1. One way to solve this task is provided by prob-
ability theory itself. It will be shown here in the simplest 
case of identification of macro scale elastic properties.

In Fig. 6 it is shown a realization of a highly heterogene-
ous random field for elastic properties, which we want to 
scale up to just one spatially constant homogenised value. 
To achieve this, one may use Bayesian methods (e.g. see [62]) 
by considering the macro-scale homogenized value as an 
uncertain quantity and modelling it as a random variable. 
To couple the two scales, one has to define quantities which 
have to be matched between the scales. Here, as elastic 
behavior describes mechanically reversible processes, simi-
larly to (2), the stored strain energy was taken as quantity to 
be matched. This actually would allow the computational 
models on different scales to be totally different, as long as 
both support the notion of reversible stored energy y = Φe , 
which will be considered as the quantity to be observed. 
Denote the quantities to be identified by the symbol q, a RV 
with values in the space Q , in our case q = (�,G)—the bulk- 
and the shear-modulus; and these uncertain quantities are 
modelled as RVs with our current knowledge, the so-called 
prior distribution.

Bayes’s theorem is considered as the consistent way to 
update a probabilistic description when new data in the 
form of observations ŷ with values in the space Y (here the 
micro-scale stored energy y = Φe ) is available. Probably the 
best known version of Bayes’s theorem is the update of the 
probability density (pdf) of q, e.g. [6, 75, 87]. This formula-
tion can be used when all considered quantities have a joint 
probability distribution [6, 73], which we shall assume from 
now on. In such case it is possible to state Bayes’s theorem 
for densities for the conditional density �(Q|Y)(q|y) of q given 
the observation y:

(12)�(Q|Y)(q|y) =
�(Q,Y)(q, y)

�Y (y)
=

�(Y |Q)(y|q)
�Y (y)

�Q(q)

where �Y (y) = ∫
Q
�(Q,Y)(q, y) dq—the evidence—is the pdf 

of the RV y (the observation resp. measurement includ-
ing all observational or measurement errors � ), �Q(q) is 
the prior pdf of q mentioned above, and �(Y|Q)(y|q) is the 
likelihood of observing or measuring y∶=Y(q, �) given 
q, where the function Y(q, �) predicts the measurement 
RV as a function of the RV q and some random observa-
tion errors � . Typically the model resp. prediction of the 
observation will be a function of q through the solution 
u(x,�) of (8), i.e. y(q) = Y(q, 𝜖) = Ŷ(u(q), q, 𝜖) . The joint 
density is factored into the likelihood and the prior: 
�(Q,Y)(q, y) = �(Y|Q)(y|q)�Q(q) , which is how the joint pdf 
is typically available. Given a specific observation resp. 
measurement ŷ , the conditioned posterior pdf is then 
given simply by �(Q|Y)(q|ŷ).

The statements in (12) are formally correct both for the 
case where one wants to make a parameter update for 
just one realization or specimen of the meso-scale, and for 
the case where one seeks to update the parameters for a 
whole ensemble of meso-structures (an aleatoric uncer-
tainty). The interpretation of the terms in (12) will be differ-
ent in both cases. In the first case the likelihood �(Y|Q)(y|q) 
in (12) contains only the epistemic uncertainty, whereas in 
the second case it contains also the aleatoric uncertainty. 
The first case, identification for just one realization � ∈ Ω , 
is the usual and more familiar one. In a computational 
upscaling it would be possible to “observe” a whole ran-
dom variable—a function of the aleatoric variable � ∈ Ω

—and use Bayes’s formula in such a way. In what follows 
later we use a simple scheme which can be applied also in 
experimental situations, where one can only observe sam-
ples of the aleatoric distribution, although more involved 
schemes are possible [79, 81]. The proposed scheme builds 
on employing the usual Bayesian methods for identifying 
parameters for a single specimen or realisation � ∈ Ω , for 
more details see [31].

3.2.1  MCMC Bayesian updating of the measure

To evaluate (12), one may assume that the prior �Q(q) is 
given. However, to evaluate the conditional pdf or like-
lihood �(Y|Q)(y|q) , for each given q one has to solve for 
the model response and evaluate the forecast measure-
ment y∶=Y(q, �) . This computational expense is amplified 
when the evidence �Y (y) in (12) has to be evaluated, as it is  
often high-dimensional integral over Q , requiring typically 
many evaluations of the likelihood.

Therefore most computational approaches to deter-
mine the conditioned posterior pdf �(Q|Y)(q|ŷ) employ 
variants which circumvent the direct approach just out-
lined, and use versions of the Markov-chain Monte Carlo 
(MCMC) method (see e.g. [22, 26, 56, 75] and the refer-
ences therein), where at least the evidence �Y (y) does not 

Fig. 6  Upscaling of elastic properties. Left: random realization of 
bulk modulus. Right: upscaling setup
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have to be evaluated, as these algorithms can evaluate the 
Bayes-factor �(Y|Q)(y|q)∕�Y (y) directly as a ratio of densi-
ties. One of the simplest and earliest versions of a MCMC 
algorithm is the Metropolis–Hastings algorithm [22, 26, 
64], and looks as follows [75]: It constructs a Markov-chain 
that has a stationary distribution of states, which will be 
the posterior distribution one is seeking, and it may alter-
natively be viewed as a Monte Carlo search method for the 
maximum of the posterior. It will not be described in more 
detail, as it is well documented in the literature.

One can show (e.g. [22, 26, 56, 64]) that after the so-
called burn-in, i.e. a number of steps which the Markov-
chain needs to reach the stationary distribution, the 
relative frequency with which the states of the Markov 
chain are visited is equal to the conditioned posterior pdf 
�(Q|Y)(q�|ŷ) . The algorithm is a Monte Carlo (MC) method, 
or more precisely a MC method within a MC-method, 
meaning that it converges only slowly with the number 
of samples, so that there will always be a sampling error. In 
addition, successive Markov-chain samples are obviously 
not independent but highly correlated. This makes estimat-
ing any statistic other than the mean difficult.

3.2.2  Bayesian updates via filtering

Another possibility is to leave the base measure ℙ resp. 
the pdf �Q(q) unchanged, and to change the RV from the 
forecast qf = q to an updated or assimilated RV qa . Such 
algorithms are often called filters, as the observation or 
measurement ŷ is filtered to update the forecast qf  to qa . 
This is often advantageous if one needs a RV to do further 
forecasts, as then the assimilated qa becomes the new fore-
cast. Here it is attempted to sketch one main idea behind 
the construction of such a filter. More detail can be found 
in [6, 60]. The idea is, given a forecast qf  , to compute the 
forward problem y f∶=Y(qf , �) and forecast the possible 
measurements or observations, then to compare this with 
the actual observation ŷ , and to filter this noisy observa-
tion to obtain the assimilated RV qa , which should have as 
its distribution the conditioned posterior pdf �(Q|Y)(q|ŷ).

It is well known [6, 60, 73] that knowing the probability 
measure ℙ resp. of the pdf �Q(q) is equivalent to knowing 
the expected values of all reasonable functions �(q) of the 
RV q. Now given the posterior conditioned pdf �(Q|Y)(q|ŷ) , 
one may compute other conditioned quantities, say the 
conditional expectation (CE) of a function �(q) of q as 
follows:

and this can be the start for a filter development [60].

(13)�(�(q) ∣ ŷ)∶=∫
Q

�(q)�(Q|Y)(q|ŷ) dq,

The relation (13) between conditional density and 
expectation was turned around by Kolmogorov—who 
axiomatized probability—by taking conditional expecta-
tion as the primary object, and then defined conditional 
probabilities via conditional expectation, which is thus the 
mathematically more fundamental notion [60]. One way 
to make conditional expectation the primary object is to 
define it not just for one measurement y f  , but for sub-�
-algebras � ⊆ � . The connection with a measurement y f  
is to take � = �(yf ) , the �-algebra generated by y f (�) . This 
is the smallest sub-�-algebra of � which contains all the 
sets y−1

f
(A) ⊆ Ω for measurable subsets A ⊆ Y.

The conditional expectation is easiest to define 
[60] for RVs with finite variance, as in that case 
S∞∶=L2(Ω,�)—the L2-subspace of functions measur-
able w.r.t. the smaller �-algebra �—is a closed sub-
space of S∶=L2(Ω,�) , and the conditional expecta-
tion is simply defined as the orthogonal projection 
�(�(q) ∣ �)∶=P∞�(q) of �(q) ∈ S onto that subspace S∞ . 
The well know orthogonality relation for the orthogonal 
projection reads

This may be regarded as a Galerkin-orthogonality, immedi-
ately suggesting computational procedures based on (14).

To better characterize the subspace S∞ , one may 
observe that the Doob–Dynkin-lemma [6] assures us that 
this subspace is actually the space of all square integrable 
functions �(y f ) of y f  . As obviously P∞�(q) ∈ S∞ , there is 
a function �� (y f (q)) such that

By taking in particular the function �(q) = q , one obtains 
the CE of the assimilated RV as �(q ∣ �) = �q(y f (q)) , and 
one may conclude that �q is in some mean-square sense 
an inverse of y f (q) = Y(q, �) , this being a kind of justifi-
cation for calling the whole update procedure an inverse 
problem.

This function �q(y f (q)) = P∞q = �(q ∣ y f ) of y f  induces 
an orthogonal decomposition of

Such decomposition is used to build a first version of a 
filter to produce an assimilated RV qa which has a correct 
conditional expectation. As the new information from the 
observation ŷ comes from the measurement map y f  one 
may define the CE-filter as

(14)∀� ∈ S∞ ∶ ⟨� ∣ �(q) − P∞�(q)⟩Ω = 0.

(15)�(�(q) ∣ �) = P∞�(q) = �� (y f (q)).

(16)
q = P∞q + (I − P∞)q = �(q ∣ y f ) + (q − �(q ∣ y f ))

= �q(y f (q)) + (q − �q(y f (q))).

(17)qa∶=�q(ŷ) + (qf − �q(y f (qf ))),
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where the first component in (16) has been changed to the 
constant �q(ŷ) = �(q ∣ ŷ) , and the orthogonal component 
qf − �q(y f (qf )) has been left as it is. From the above obser-
vation on projections it is clear that in (17) the second 
summand on the right—the orthogonal component—has 
a vanishing conditional expectation, and thus qa has the 
correct conditional expectation �(qa ∣ ŷ) = �(q ∣ ŷ) . We 
call qa in (17) the analysis, assimilated, or posterior RV of 
the CE-filter, incorporating the new information at least 
in form of the correct conditional expectation, which is 
in many circumstances the most important part of the 
update.

The function �q(y f ) may not be easy to compute, and 
usually has to be approximated. The simplest approxima-
tion one is by a linear map �q(y f ) ≈ Ky f  . As is well known, 
the linear orthogonal projector associated with (16) is the 
Kálmán-gain K ∈ L(Y;Q) , see [44, 54], which is given by:

with Cyf ∶=�(ỹ f (qf )⊗ ỹ f (qf )) and Cqf ,y f ∶=�(q̃f ⊗ ỹf (qf )) . So 
one obtains [74] the so-called Gauss–Markov–Kálmán filter 
(GMKF) as an approximation of (17)

We have chosen such name for this filter [60, 61] due to the 
fact that it is a generalized version of the Gauss–Markov 
theorem [54], and gives as well a generalization of the well-
known Kálmán filter (KF) [44]. In case Cyf is not invertible or 
close to singularity, its inverse in (18) should be replaced 
by the Moore–Penrose pseudo-inverse. This update is in 
some ways very similar to the ‘Bayes linear’ approach, see 
[25]. If the mean is taken in (19), one obtains the familiar 
Kálmán filter (KF) formula [44, 54] for the update of the 
mean. But the filter (19) operates on the random variable 
and does not require a separate update for the covari-
ance, in fact one may show [74] that (19) also contains 
the Kálmán update for the covariance and is thus a non-
Gaussian generalization of the KF and  of its more recent 

(18)K∶=Cqf ,yf C
−1
y f
,

(19)
qa∶=K (ŷ) + (qf − K (y f (qf )))

= qf + K (ŷ − y f (qf )).

variants. It is well known [44] that for everything Gauss-
ian and linear forward and observation models the linear 
update in (19) is in fact exact and not an approximation.

3.2.3  Stochastic computations

As one may recall, to predict the observation y resp. to 
evaluate the likelihood �(Y|Q)(y|q) one needs to compute 
Y(q, 𝜖) = Ŷ(u(q), q, 𝜖) , and for that one needs the solution 
RF u(x,�) of (8). In a computational setting (8) must be 
discretized. For the spatial discretization any good method 
may be used, here mainly Galerkin methods using the 
finite element method (FEM) in particular are employed.

To discretize the stochastic part in (8), one may, similarly 
to (11), also use a truncated expansion for an approximate 
solution RF ua(x,�) of (8):

Inserting this into (a FEM-discretized version of ) (8), the 
deterministic coefficient functions u(x)(�) may be deter-
mined (e.g. [59]) by a stochastic version of the weighted 
residual method: ∀�

where the weighting functions Ψ̂�(�) can be chosen such 
as to give collocation, i.e. Ψ̂�(�) = δ(� − �𝛽) for collocation 
points—samples—�� , or Ψ̂�(�) = Ψ�(�) for a stochastic 
Bubnov–Galerkin method [59]. The details of the compu-
tational procedure, although still actively researched, have 
been published in many places (e.g. [37] and references 
therein) and will not be explained any further here.

3.3  Stochastic elastic upscaling

The result of the Bayesian identification procedure for elas-
tic properties as a RF on the micro-scale as in Fig. 6 may 
be gleaned from Fig. 7, see also [80, 81]. It shows how the 
bulk- and shear-modulus q = (�,G) is identified with the 

(20)ua(x,�) =
∑
�

u(x)(�)Ψ�(�(�)).

(21)
⟨
f −A(ua) ∣ Ψ̂�

⟩
Ω
= �((f −A(ua))Ψ̂�) = 0,
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Fig. 7  Homogenized elastic 
properties. Left: identification 
of the bulk modulus. Right: 
identification of the shear 
modulus
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GMKF over several load steps involving both shear and 
compression with the observation y = Φe being the elastic 
stored energy.

The solid line is the median of the posterior distribu-
tion �(Q|Y)(q|y) in (12), whereas the broken lines denote 
the 5% and the 95% fractile of the posterior. It may be 
observed that the identification gives practically a deter-
ministic result, the same that would have been achieved 
with the numerical homogenization procedure described 
in the previous section, as the linear elastic stored energy 
is a quadratic function of the imposed strains and can thus 
be represented perfectly on the coarse scale.

For a discrete fine resp. micro-scale model to be 
described in more detail later in Sect. 4—see also [31], we 
show in Fig. 8 that both procedures for Bayesian updates 
converge to the same posterior probability distribution of 
elastic parameters, either by MCMC or by a GMKF square 
root filter (see [31]). The two updates are practically on top 
of each other. The point marked with a cross on the x-axis 
is the value computed by a deterministic error minimiza-
tion procedure (see [31]).

However, the CPU computation time for the GMKF 
update is orders of magnitude smaller than the one 
needed for the MCMC computations; see Table 1.

One may also observe a peculiarity of the Bayesian 
upscaling, in that it not only gives one value, but a whole 
distribution of values. This will be particularly important 
for next when updating inelastic properties governing 
fracture process.

3.4  Stochastic plastic upscaling

The next step in difficulty in these procedures is the 
upscaling of inelastic material behavior—see also [79–81], 
where more details may be found. Starting with a simi-
lar kind of model as the first example in the previous 
Sect. 3.3, we choose a coupled damage-plasticity model, 
presented in [58], that allows elasto-plastic behavior with 
hardening of the Drucker–Prager type, as well as damage 

in compression (crushing), as shown in the left of Fig. 9 in 
the pressure (p)—second invariant of the deviator ( 

√
J2

)—plane.

Fig. 8  Posterior PDF for: a shear modulus G computed from sim-
ple shear test; b bulk modulus K computed from hydrostatic com-
pression test—comparison between the results obtained by GMKF 
(SQRT updates) versus MCMC via strain energy measurements
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On the right are shown the load paths that are used for 
the identification on the upscaled parameters. It may intui-
tively be clear, but is also borne out by the analysis, that 
identification of the parameters of some inelastic mecha-
nism—say the Drucker–Prager parameter (cohesion) c or 
the failure stress �f  in the left part of Fig. 9—is only pos-
sible if that mechanism is also activated in the experiment 
resp. meso-scale computation. Hence the load paths have 
to activate the mechanisms which are to be identified. As 
in Sect. 3.3, on the meso-scale the mechanical model is of 
the same kind as on the macro-scale, but whereas on the 
macro scale we are looking for spatially constant value, 
the parameters on the meso-scale are random fields, like 
shown for the elastic parameters in Fig. 6.

As observation resp. measurement for the inelastic 
mechanisms, the dissipation was used. This is again a 
fundamental thermodynamic property which any kind of 
model exhibiting irreversibility must contain, and mim-
ics the used of stored energy for the elastic parameters 
previously.

In Fig.  10, as an example [80, 81], the results are 
shown for the updating of the failure stress �f  and the 
Drucker–Prager cohesion (both seen on the left in Fig. 9). 
Although in both cases the final variance of the posterior 
is fairly small when compared with the prior—showing 
the success of the upscaling procedure, unlike for the 
elastic parameters, here the variance of the posterior will 
not shrink to zero, no matter how many observations and 
incremental updates are used. The reason is that the small-
scale meso-model will go into the inelastic regime in some 

areas of the meso-scale domain but not in others, whereas 
the macro-model, as it has only one spatially constant 
parameter for the inelastic and irreversible behavior, can 
only start dissipating on the whole domain, or not at all.

The loss of spatial resolution through the upscaling is 
thus mapped into a larger posterior uncertainty of the 
parameters, meaning that in the ensemble of macro-mod-
els described by the posterior distribution of the inelastic 
parameters, some realizations will start dissipating with a 
certain probability, while other realizations will not. The 
loss of spatial resolution is thus expressed in such a proba-
bilistic way.

The result of this non-negligible variance of the 
posterior distributions of the inelastic parameters on 
the macro-scale stored elastic energy as well as on the 
macro-scale plastic dissipation are shown in Fig. 11. Both 
half-figures show the meso-scale observation labeled as 
(fine), the distribution of the quantity (stored elastic resp. 
plastically dissipated energy) resulting from the macro-
scale Bayesian prior distribution—median labeled (pr50) 
and the 5% (pr5) and 95% (pr95) quantiles—as well as 
the macro-scale Bayesian posterior distribution, with the 
median labeled (pf50) and the 5% (pf5) and 95% (pf95) 
quantiles. The macro-scale model is in this Bayesian 
way—given the prior—the best posterior to match the 
meso-scale stored energy and dissipation. The reduced 
variance from prior to posterior attests the success of the 
upscaling, but the posterior results will retain a residual 
variance due to the loss of spatial resolution being trans-
formed into a probabilistic kind of background noise as 
described above.

4  Reduced model of stochastic plasticity 
for localized failure and fracture

In this work, which continues the development started in 
[27, 33] and more recent works in [31] or [30], we focus 
upon the uncertainty propagation across scales during dif-
ferent stages of the fracture process. More precisely, we 

Table 1  CPU time (s) for 
GMKF (SQRT updates) versus 
MCMC computations on two 
different processors; ∗ PC-1—
Processor: Intel(R) Core(TM) 
i5-5200U CPU @ 2.20GHz, 
RAM: 4.0 GB, PC-2—Processor: 
Intel(R) Xeon(R) W-2123 CPU @ 
3.60 GHz, RAM: 32.0 GB

CPU type MCMC GMKF

PC-1 1.6E+04 2.5
PC-2 2.4E+03 1.0

Fig. 9  Inelastic model and load path. Left: elastic domain with 
Drucker–Prager yield and compression damage. Right: identifica-
tion load paths
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Fig. 10  Identification of inelastic parameters. Left: Failure stress �f  . 
Right: Drucker–Prager plasticity cohesion c 
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propose the stochastic upscaling resulting with inelasticity 
at multiple scales, starting from the fine scale (meso-scale 
for concrete), where the failure mechanisms for hetero-
geneous composites and the variability of model param-
eters can be captured much better by a corresponding 
representation of different phases (aggregate vs. cement). 
The main goal is to provide the corresponding macro-scale 
reduced model of stochastic plasticity, which can signifi-
cantly increase the computational efficiency by using a 
reduced model to make the analysis of complex structures 
feasible. The proposed approach can be considered as a 
part of a scale-coarsening strategy, much more sound than 
ad-hoc choices [4]. Such model reduction is used once the 

crack pattern at the meso-scale has stabilized, replacing 
subsequently the meso-scale, where the heterogeneity is 
modeled by random fields (RF), by a macro-scale general-
ized ED-FEM element where the parameters of the mate-
rial model are random variables (RV), and thus spatially 
constant, as in Sect. 3.4. The stochastic variability of the 
parameters on the coarse or macro-scale reflects the alea-
toric uncertainty of the fine meso-scale as it is visible on 
the macro scale, as well as the epistemic uncertainties of 
the modeling error involved by fixing a type of continuum 
mechanics model on the macro scale for the purpose of 
model reduction, the loss of spatial resolution, and any 
other epistemic errors involved in the upscaling and iden-
tification procedure.

4.1  Stochastic upscaling micro‑ to meso‑scale

In our previous work [45], the material parameters on 
the meso-scale are considered as constant, the random-
ness was entirely due to a random geometrical arrange-
ment of the aggregate; see Fig. 12. Here, we generalize 
this development to the case where the main source 
of uncertainty, fracture parameters of a coupled meso-
scale-plasticity and probability model, can be consid-
ered as random fields (RF), as described in Sect. 3.1. We 
consider fracture stress components at the phase inter-
face in modes I, II and III as the (vector) random field, 
which we denote ias p(x,�) = (�u(x,�), �v(x,�), �w(x,�)) . 
Thus, at a fixed point of the macro-element domain 
x ∈ V ⊆ ℝ

d , each component of p(x,�) is a random vari-
able (RV) on a suitable probability space.

How to obtain the probability distribution of these 
random fields? The usual approach would be via experi-
mental measurements only. A very detailed microstructure 
observation can be made by using either Digital Image 
Correlation (DIC) measurements for 2D surface measure-
ments or Digital Volume Correlations for 3D tomographic 
measurements and the latter are nowadays already well 
accepted as gold standard microstructure observation 
tools. However, in cement-base materials simple DIC or 
DVC observations are in general not enough, since one 
needs to account for complex phenomena in manufac-
turing such materials. In particular, processes of cement 
hydration and drying next to (dry) aggregate, resulting 
with so-called shrinkage cracks at the cement-aggregate 
interface, will require to represent phase interface frac-
ture parameters as random fields. The complex geometry 
would make it very hard to quantify the probability distri-
bution of phase interface fracture parameters, even with 
dedicated destructive or non-destructive measurements 
(e.g. [55]).
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Fig. 11  Macro energy and dissipation. Left: elastic energy. Right: 
plastic dissipation
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Thus, we argue that the most rigorous approach to pro-
vide probability distributions of meso-scale model param-
eters for fracture would be in terms of a computational 
procedure of stochastic upscaling from an even smaller 
scale; see Fig. 2. Namely, due to concrete meso-scale het-
erogeneities (aggregate vs. cement), one cannot predict 
the exact finer-scale (cement) microstructure evolution of 
initial defects influencing the meso-scale fracture param-
eters, unless assuming a prior geometry distribution at 
the meso-scale of the aggregate-cement phase interfaces. 
We can further find the solution to such a multi-physics 
problem of cement hydration, which involves probabil-
ity-based simulations of chemical reactions by using the 
computational microstructures model in CEMHYD3D [5] 
(where the uncertainty stems from the chain of chemical 
reactions produced by the mixing of water with cement 
powder), combined with hydro-mechanics computations 
of cement-paste-drying next to aggregates [78] (where 
the uncertainty stems from the random distribution of the 
aggregate), all resulting in shrinkage induced micro-cracks 
and initial defects at the interface. Such computations can 
then be used to improve the distribution of meso-scale 

fracture parameters as a posterior probability through 
Bayesian inference, which is yet another example of a sto-
chastic upscaling, which is, in principle, completely analo-
gous to the one from meso- to macro-scale described here 
in more detail; hence, we further give only the model main 
ingredients and corresponding computational procedure 
(for more detail, see [31, 78]).

In short, for the microstructure at the finest scales in 
concrete, placed at level of microns (see Fig. 2—cement 
RVE), one can use a structured mesh of 106 voxels with 
each one occupying 1�3 being filled with one of 16 dif-
ferent phases of product of hydration process of portland 
cement, such as made in CEMHYD3D code [5]. However, 
at the meso-scale (see Fig. 2—concrete RVE), the choice 
of microstructure representation with a structured mesh 
may no longer be optimal when seeking to capture the 
cement-aggregate interface. A very efficient representa-
tion of RVE-concrete meso-structure is proposed in our 
recent works (e.g. see [39] or [45]) in terms of Voronoi 
cells, with each cell represented as a convex polygon. The 
Voronoi polygon construction starts either by a random 
tessellation placing the cell centers for better representa-
tion of the scanner-type observation of heterogeneities. 
Each cell Ṽi contains a set of points Pi ;i = (1,… , n) , which is 
closer to the center than to any other of the chosen points 
in Ṽi = {P | d(Pi , P) ≤ d(Pi , Pj)} , where d(⋅, ⋅) denotes the 
usual distance in Euclidean space. Patched together, the 
collection of Voronoi cells will be covering by non-overlap-
ping polygons an RVE-concrete or macro-scale element 
Ṽ =

⋃
Ṽi ; see Fig. 12. The connection among adjacent cells 

is ensured by cohesive links, placed along edges of tetra-
hedra in 3D or triangles in 2D, [38]. This is a Delaunay mesh 
[21], dual to the Voronoi cells representation. In keeping a 
fixed mesh for different realizations of the meso-structure 
with position of aggregate changing, results in three types 
of cohesive links: fully elastic and homogeneous if placed 
in aggregate, those that break and are homogeneous if 
placed in cement, and finally those representing inter-
face properties placed partially in cement and partially in 
aggregate, see [38]. This kind of links require special treat-
ment of the displacement representation in representing 
the fracture modes, by using ED-FEM with both strain and 
displacement discontinuities. Such choice is advantageous 
over X-FEM representation [38], with a clear physical inter-
pretation of enhancement modes, with the former rep-
resenting total deformation field for non-homogeneous 
link and the latter representing the fracture mode or crack 
opening. Thus, the deformation discontinuity computa-
tion belongs to the global phase of operator split solution 
procedure for fracture [37], while the displacement dis-
continuity belongs to the local phase for internal variable 
evolution computations [38].

(a)

(b)

Fig. 12  a Voronoi cell representation of mesostructure of concrete 
RVE [31]; b voronoi ajdecant cells connected by cohesive links
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More precisely, for any cohesive link built of heteroge-
neous material of this kind where each sub-domain can 
have different inelastic behavior, along with the possibil-
ity of localized failure at the interface with the softening 
behavior driving the stress to zero, we can define the cor-
responding plasticity constitutive model with different 
yield criteria in two sub-domains and

where �y1 and �y2 are, respectively, yield stress values in 
both sub-domains, whereas q1 and q2 are hardening vari-
ables, �u is the ultimate stress value where the localized 
failure is initiated, q(�) is the softening variable which 
drives the current yield stress to zero, and t is the traction 
force at the interface. In the case of localized failure, the 
total strain ought to be split into a regular (smooth) part, 
containing both elastic and plastic strain �i = �

e

i
+ �

p

i
 , and 

an irregular part concentrated upon the discontinuity, 
which is written as

where Ĝ(x) and G̃(x) are respectively the derivatives of 
the functions that limit the influence of the strain and 
displacement discontinuity to a given element domain, 
whereas δx  is the Dirac-δ function centered at the interface 
x̄ . The contribution of each cohesive link of this kind to 
the set of nonlinear equations to be solved can then be 
written as:

where

The solution of the global set of equations along with 
he
1
= 0 is done in the global phase, while the solution to 

he
2
= 0 is a part of the local phase [38]. We note in pass-

ing that the same kind of approximation for total strain 
and displacement fields can also be constructed by X-FEM 
(e.g. [43], but without a clear separation of global vs. local 
computation phase, and thus less robust computations.

(22)

�1(�, q1) = |�| − (�y1 − q1) ; ∀x ∈ Ωe
1
;

�2(�, q2) = |�| − (�y2 − q2) ; ∀x ∈ Ωe
2
;

�(t, q) = |t| − (�u − q) ; x = x

(23)
𝜀(x, t) =

∑2

i=1
Bi(x)di(t) + Ĝ(x)𝛼2(t) ; ∀x ∈ �Ω

𝜀(x, t) =

�
G̃(x) + δx(x)

�
𝛼2(t) ; ∀x ∈ �Ω

(24)

⎧⎪⎨⎪⎩

�
nel

e=1
[f int,e − f ext,e] = 0

he
1
= 0

he
2
= 0

∀e ∈ [1, nel]

(25)

⎧⎪⎨⎪⎩

f int,e
a

= ∫
Ωe

1

BT
a
𝜎1 dx + ∫

Ωe
2

BT
a
𝜎2 dx

he
1
= ∫

Ωe
1

ĜT
1
𝜎1 dx + ∫

Ωe
2

ĜT
2
𝜎2 dx

he
2
= ∫

Ωe
1

�Ge,T
1
𝜎1 dx + ∫

Ωe
2

�Ge,T
1
𝜎2 dx + tx .

In a computational setting the random field p(x,�) 
must be discretized. The choice used here is the truncated 
Karhunen–Loève expansion (KLE) in (10) as described in 
Sect. 3.1. We note in passing that the uncorrelated Gaussian 
RV �i(�) are also independent and can be treated indepen-
dently (just like Cartesian coordinates), which simplifies inte-
gration over stochastic domain. The random variables �(�) 
from the PCE (11) allow one to discretize any other field in 
terms of Hermite polynomials [59]; for example, by combin-
ing the FEM discretization (3) with the stochastic ansatz (20), 
the displacement vector can be approximated as

where the Ni(x) are finite element shape functions for 
cohesive links, d� = (… d�,i …)T  is a vector of PCE coef-
ficients for nodal displacement component i, and H�(�(�)) 
are the corresponding Hermite polynomials.

By approximating the nodal response by its PCE trun-
cated representation um

i
 given in (26), and applying the 

Galerkin weighting residual procedure as described in 
Sect. 3.2.3, one arrives at:

where the colon ‘:’ denotes as usual the double contrac-
tion. Given the solution d to the stochastic Galerkin pro-
cedure, one may now easily define e.g. the expected value 
of the strain energy of this meso-scale model as:

One may note that the expansion and approximation of 
the parameter RF in (26) results in an analogous expansion 
and approximation of the random stiffness matrix [84]; 
thus, the stochastic version of Galerkin weighted residual 
procedure results in a number of copies of corresponding 
deterministic problem, with corresponding PCE truncated 
nodal parameters as unknowns. Finally, what is needed 
for macro-scale parameter identification is that both 
scales can perform the computation of the same Quan-
tity-of-Interest (QoI), which is here chosen (in the spirit of 
homogenization) as the strain energy. One can carry on 
with identifying fracture parameters, in which case the QoI 
will be plastic dissipation. Somewhat more elaborate com-
putations are needed to obtain the expected meso-scale 
model plastic dissipation and fracture parameters distribu-
tion; see [67] for details. Both of these QoI will be used to 
improve the posterior probability distribution of the total 
set of macro-scale reduced model parameters by using the 
Bayesian inference as described next.

(26)um
i
(x,�(�)) =

∑
i

∑
�∈J

Ni(x)H�(�(�))d� ,

(27)
𝔼(K (p(⋅))⊗ [H(⋅)⊗ H(⋅)]) ∶ d = g ; with

g∶=𝔼(f (⋅)⊗ H(⋅)) = ∫
Ω
f (�(�))⊗ H(�(�))ℙ(d𝜔)

(28)ŷ ≡ ym∶=�[Ym(𝜔)] =
1

2
d ∶ g.
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4.2  Stochastic upscaling meso‑ to macro‑scale

Subsequently, we assume that the meso-scale param-
eters are defined as random fields with their probabilistic 
description provided. Such a choice of meso-scale mate-
rial parameters results wit quite realistic images for typi-
cal realizations of the fracture process at the meso-scale, 
as illustrated in Fig. 13. The main goal in this section is 
to explain in detail the Bayesian inference procedure for 
stochastic upscaling from the meso-scale to the macro-
scale, which seeks to identify the probability distributions 
of material parameters at the macro-scale that is not nec-
essarily Gaussian.

For such a macro-scale stochastic plasticity reduced 
model all the material parameters are chosen as random 
variables, with the model reduction performed for one 
particular macro-scale element in agreement with the 

computational procedure as explained in Sect. 2. Such a 
reduced element must include enhanced kinematics [31] 
that allows to provide a mesh-invariant response to sof-
tening phenomena typical of localized failure (or ductile 
fracture) in terms of an embedded-discontinuity finite 
element (ED-FEM) discrete approximation [30]. Moreover, 
such a macro-scale ED-FEM should implement a stochas-
tic plasticity model capable of representing the full set of 
3D failure modes [45]. We further briefly comment upon 
the role of each material parameter in characterizing the 
particular failure mode, and present the results of Bayesian 
inference leading to the identifcation of the corresponding 
probability distribution.

The simplest identification procedure concerns the elastic 
response of such a stochastic plasticity model, representing 
concrete response. The main important advantage of the 
Voronoi cell meso-structure representation with cohesive 
links placed along Delaunay tetrahedra over many other 
discrete models is in its ability to exactly represent homo-
geneous isotropic elastic behavior (see Fig. 13b), which can 
be characterized by Young’s modulus E and Poisson’s ratio 
� . However, for the robustness of identification procedure, 
it is preferable to characterize isotropic response in terms of 
the bulk modulus K and the shear modulus G—the eigenval-
ues of the isotropic elasticity tensor—so that one can deal 
with only one parameter at the time; see Fig. 14a. Hence, 
the elastic response of the reduced model can be character-
ized by two independent RVs, bulk modulus K (�) and shear 
modulus G(�) . In the computational setting, we rather con-
sider a log(⋅)-transformation of each parameter—e.g. we 
consider and identify for example Kl(�)∶= log(K (�)∕K0) 
instead of the bulk modulus K (�) , where K0 is some refer-
ence value—in order to accommodate the constraint that 
K (𝜔) > 0 . The log-quantity Kl is a free variable without any 
constraint, and in the mechanical computation one uses the 
point-wise back-transformation, i.e. K (�) = K0 exp(Kl(�)) . 
We also follow such a procedure for the shear modulus with 
G(�) = G0 exp(Gl(�)).

The QoI used to identify these two RVs is the strain 
energy, to be matched against its meso-scale computation 
given in (28). At the macro-scale, the strain energy computa-
tion involves in the most general case two volume integrals 
accounting for the elastic energy and hardening in the FPZ, 
and a surface integral accounting for softening mechanisms, 
which can be written as:

where the elastic strain energy density is given by

(29)
YM(𝜔) ≡ ΨṼ(𝜔)

∶= ∫
Ṽ

(
�̄�e(�e) + Ξ̄(𝜁 )

)
dV + ∫

Γs

̄̄Ξ( ̄̄𝜁) dA

�e(�) =
1

2
tr [�e] ⋅ K (�) tr [�e] +

1

2
dev [�e] ⋅ G(�) dev [�e],
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Fig. 13  Meso-scale model computational results: a simple tension 
test: displacement contours or broken cohesive links [31]; b con-
crete as (statistically) isotropic material: tension test results in 3 
orthogonal directions; c uniaxial compression force-displacement 
and failure mode with cohesive links failure; d biaxial compression 
(confirming compressive strength increase from uniaxial case) and 
failure mode
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whereas Ξ̄ and ̄̄Ξ are respectively hardening and softening 
potentials. The probability distribution of K (�) and G(�) 
is obtained by using Bayesian inference (see Sect. 3.2 or 
[62]), where only a few measurements in the beginning 
of loading program are sufficient in general for the linear 
elastic response.

Bayesian inference, based upon Bayes’s theorem [60] 
for computing conditional probabilities as described in 
Sect. 3.2, given new data on the quantity of interest Y from 
the computations in (28), improves the prior distribution 
(often given by an expert’s guess) of the desired param-
eter with the likelihood. Clearly, it follows from (12) that 
one can converge faster by choosing a better prior, which 
was confirmed in Fig. 14b. We also show in Fig. 14b that 
we can obtain a very narrow distribution for the concrete 
elastic parameters K (�) and G(�) , which justifies the use of 
homogenization even when the scales are not fully sepa-
rated. However, this no longer holds when we go towards 
inelastic behavior, and especially for localized failure, as 
shown next.

Contrary to (linear) elastic model parameters, the Bayes-
ian inference of the model parameters governing plastic 
response and fracture that leads to coarse graining (i.e. the 
switching from meso-scale to macro-scale) should be per-
formed once the crack pattern inside the corresponding 
macro-scale element has stabilized; see Fig. 15a. Moreo-
ver, the model reduction from meso-scale to macro-scale 
capable of describing the localized failure of concrete 
relies upon a stochastic plasticity model in terms of the 
theoretical formulation and an embedded discontinu-
ity finite element method (ED-FEM) in terms of discrete 
approximation; see Fig. 15b. Clearly, the corresponding 
reduced macro-scale model with ED-FEM cannot match 
the crack pattern at micro-scale—see Fig. 15 for illustra-
tion—it only has to match the computed results at the 
meso-scale in terms of the total plastic dissipation as QoI 
for both the hardening phase in the FPZ and the softening 
phase in localized failure.

To compute such a QoI at the macro-scale in terms of 
total plastic dissipation, further denoted as YM(�) , we must 
integrate in time the dissipation rate that is defined by the 
non-local form of the second principle of thermodynam-
ics (e.g. see [37]) applied over the macro-scale element 
domain Ṽ and crack surface Γs ; this can be written as:

where q̄ = −
dΞ̄

d𝜁
 and ̄̄q = −

d ̄̄Ξ

d ̄̄𝜁
 are thermodynamic forces 

dual to strain-like hardening variables 𝜁  and ̄̄𝜁  in (29) 
above. We note that in integrating the plastic dissipation 
we ought to solve a constrained evolution problem, 

(30)
YM(𝜔) ≡ ∫ T

t0
D
p

Ṽ
(𝜔) dt

∶= ∫ T

t0

(∫
Ṽ
(� ⋅ ̇̄�p + q̄ ̇̄𝜁) dV + ∫

Γs

̄̄q
̄̄̇
𝜁 dA

)
dt,

enforcing the admissibility of the computed stress field 
with respect to multi-surface yield criteria; see Fig. 16 for 
illustration.

The proposed macro-scale plasticity model yield criteria 
jointly cover hardening and softening regimes and the full 
set of failure modes, by combining non-associated plastic-
ity of Drucker–Prager type with hardening in (31) and St. 
Venant with softening in (32). For the hardening part we 
can write:

where ‖ dev�‖ denotes the norm of the deviatoric stress 
tensor dev� , tan(�) characterizes the internal friction, 
tan(�) characterizes internal dilatancy, �y denotes the uni-
axial yield stress, and q is a thermodynamic force dual to 
hardening variable. For the softening part we can write:

where t = �n is stress vector acting as crack driving force, 
n is unit vector of exterior normal, m is the corresponding 
failure mode, �u is a localized failure threshold, and ̄̄q is the 
internal variable for softening that can be computed as:

with Gf  as the corresponding value of the fracture energy. 
We note that contrary to the meso-scale model, where 
the compressive and the tension failure mechanisms are 
reproduced according to the same fracture mode of the 
cohesive links (see Fig. 13), the present macro-scale model 
has quite different amounts of fracture energy correspond-
ing to failure in tension Gf ,t versus that in compression Gf ,c , 
which can be written as

With such macro-scale stochastic plasticity reduced model, 
all the parameters governing the hardening behavior in 
the FPZ and the softening behavior in localized failure are 
chosen as random variables; the latter counts: yield stress, 
hardening parameter, angle of internal friction, angle of 
internal dilatancy, ultimate stress, and the fracture ener-
gies in tension and in compression, denoted respectively 
as

(31)

𝜙y(�, q)∶=‖ dev�‖ + 1

3
tan(𝜑) tr 𝜎𝜎𝜎 −

�
2

3
(𝜎y − q) ≤ 0

⇒ ̇̄�p =
𝜕𝜙p

𝜕�
; 𝜙p(�, q)∶=‖ dev�‖ + 1

3
tan(𝜓) tr �,

(32)
̄̄𝜙(tm, ̄̄q)∶=| t ⋅m

���
tm

| − (𝜎u − ̄̄q) ≤ 0,

(33)̄̄q = 𝜎u

(
1 − exp

(
− ̄̄𝜁

𝜎u

Gf

))
,

Gf =
Gf ,c + Gf ,t

2
−

Gf ,c − Gf ,t

2
tanh( tr [�e]).

(34)
q(�) =

(
�y(�), �(�), tan�(�), tan�(�),

�u(�),Gf ,t(�),Gf ,c(�)
)
.
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Again, we consider a log(⋅)-transformation of each 
parameter—i.e. we consider and identify for example 
�y,l(�)∶= log(�y(�)∕�y,0) instead of the yield stress �y(�) , 
where �y,0 is some reference value—in order to accom-
modate the constraint that 𝜎y(𝜔) > 0 . The log-quantity 
�y,l is a free variable without any constraint, and in the 
mechanical computation one uses the point-wise back-
transformation, e.g. �y(�) = �y,0 exp(�y,l(�)).

In order to gain computational efficiency, Bayesian 
inference is further used to set up a computational pro-
cedure to replace subsequently the meso-scale compu-
tations with the corresponding stochastic macro-scale 
ED-FEM. Several loading programs are defined in Table 2 
(indicating the computational savings in terms of CPU 
time), which allows to provide an extensive set of meso-
scale computational results (i.e. measurements) that is suf-
ficient to identify the probability distributions of all model 
parameters. Such a computational procedure is carried 
out in terms of an incremental analysis for each particular 

loading program that can improve a prior probability dis-
tribution (obtained by an expert choice or a guess) into 
a posterior for all the model parameters in (34) given the 
new observation results for Quantities-of-Interest defined 
as expected values of strain energy in (29) or plastic dis-
sipation in (30) before this can be written as

Such an incremental procedure can be summarized 
in short as forecast-observe-assimilate algorithm that 
will produce the final probability distribution for each 
unknown parameter of the reduced model in (34) mod-
eled as a random variable. The corresponding probability 
description has two constituents, the measurable func-
tion representing the random variable RV, and the meas-
ure. Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) (e.g. see [22, 26]) 
updates the measure, whereas the GMKF filter (e.g. see [14, 
44]) changes resp. updates of the measurable function. We 

(35)yM∶=�[YM(�)].
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Fig. 14  a Stochastic homogenization RVE computations for shear modulus G and bulk modulus K; b Bayesian inference computation results 
with the corresponding pdf for the shear modulus G(�) and the bulk modulus K (�)
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formulated in Sect. 3 both methods as functional spectral 
approximations of stochastic problems, and introduced 
especially in combination with the second method a new 
procedure which does not need any sampling, hence 
works with the subsequent update in a deterministic man-
ner. It also seems to be the fastest and more reliable when 
compared with other methods. We show by example that 
the spectral resp. polynomial chaos version of the GMKF 
also works for highly nonlinear non-smooth problems with 
non-Gaussian measures.

With such an approach one can recover a probabil-
istic reduced model on the macro-scale that defines 

the probability distributions of the fracture parameters 
describing localized failure with both volume and sur-
face dissipation. See Figs. 17 and 18 for typical illustrative 
results on joint PDF showing strong coupling between 
model hardening parameters and a typical non-Gaussian 
PDF for softening parameters. Such a ‘mechanics-based’ 
model reduction is fundamentally different from the vast 
majority of recent works (e.g. see [8, 68] or [47] using sta-
tistical modes with either POD or PGD. Moreover, one can 
recover any probability distribution of structure failure 
modes for advanced safety evaluations, contrary to pre-
defined distributions currently used: log-normal distribu-
tion to construct fragility curves [85], uniform to construct 
bounds [48], Weibull to account for weakest link failure 
[49], or ad-hoc combination of power law and Gaussian 
as two asymptotic values [2].

5  Stochastic upscaling in reinforced 
concrete: crack spacing and opening 
probability estimates

Modeling of reinforced concrete (RC) structures in order to 
ensure the optimal design with respect to structure integ-
rity has a rather long tradition, which has been summa-
rized in [28]. For such computations, one can use homog-
enized properties of the RC composite that are obtained 
by smearing the reinforcement within the concrete layers 
to provide the corresponding match of the total resistance. 
This approach aims for efficiency of computation without 
much concern for the accuracy of the behavior of each 
RC composite component, which can often be acceptable 
with respect to the main design goal of ensuring the struc-
tural integrity.

However, the current engineering design practice of RC 
structures no longer requires only the proof of structure 
integrity, but also the structure durability, either under 
long term, exploitation loading (such as ageing problems), 
or under short term, extreme loading (such as fire expo-
sure). The answer to the question of RC structure durability 
requires a very detailed information on concrete crack pat-
terns, with the results on crack spacing and opening or the 
bond slip, which none of the smeared RC models can pro-
vide. Thus, we have to provide a more detailed modeling 
approach for each of the RC composite two main ingre-
dients that jointly determine crack spacing and opening: 
the cracks in concrete and the bond slip representation.

For the first one of these ingredients we have already 
presented in Sect. 4 a multi-scale model capable of repre-
senting concrete cracking, both in terms of micro-cracks in 
the fracture process zone (FPZ) and macro cracks, as well 
as the corresponding extension to a probability frame-
work. Here, we carry on with the developments pertinent 

Fig. 15  a Computed failure mode at meso-scale in simple tension 
test—illustrated with displacement contours and cohesive link 
failure; b reduced model at macro-scale with ED-FEM for tension 
failure mode with meso-scale (rough) surface replaced with a dis-
continuity (smooth) plane, not matching the crack but rather the 
fracture energy material parameter Gf ,t

Table 2  CPU time (s) for meso-scale versus macro-scale computa-
tions performed for different identification tests

Test (response type) Meso-scale Macro-scale

Simple shear (elas.) 4.01 0.02
Hydrost. cmp. (elas.) 5.62 0.05
Uniax. tension (elas.+sft.) 2264.35 0.97
Uniax. cmp. (elas.+hrd.+sft.) 4419.80 3.04
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to bond-slip modeling, both in terms of its theoretical 
formulation, discrete approximation and its stochas-
tic representation. The latter is developed by exploiting 
experimental results obtained in the testing procedure 
with tie-beams (see Fig. 19), without complete pull-out of 
steel reinforcement.

This kind of situation is more representative of the real 
behavior of a RC structure resulting with a particular crack 
spacing and opening as the most important computa-
tional result that pertains to the structure durability. The 
simple Drucker–Prager plasticity model for bond-slip, pro-
posed in this work, is by far preferable to the complex one 
used in [11], since it has a reduced number of parameters 
with a clear physical meaning with respect to the essen-
tial features of bond-slip within the context of reinforced-
concrete composite. The simple bond-slip model, similar 
to non-associative perfect plasticity sensitive to confining 
pressure, is shown to be quite sufficient for the problems 
of interest for this work, where the bond slip is never 
excessive, as opposed to the model proposed in [11] con-
sidering the complete pull-out of the steel reinforcement.

In terms of the discrete approximation, the approach 
proposed herein combines all the ingredients of the rein-
forced concrete composite into a single finite element 
model, which has practically the same outside appear-
ance as the standard finite element model in terms 
of macro finite element, but provides inside detailed 
description of the strain field for each ingredient, 

concrete, steel or bond slip. The latter is achieved by 
the corresponding enhancements of the macro ele-
ment strain field, where the ED-FEM is used to handle 
the macro-crack in concrete and the X-FEM method (e.g. 
see [3]) is used for representing the bond slip along a 
particular reinforcement bar. Thus, some elements are 
attributed to a combined ED-FEM and X-FEM interpo-
lation, granting them capabilities of representing suc-
cessive fracture mechanisms of cracks in concrete and 
subsequent bond-slip; see Fig. 20.

The weak form of the RC fracture problem can then 
be set by considering displacements in concrete dc and 
bond-slip �bs as state variables, and recover steel bar 
displacement as a dependent variable ds = dc + �bs . We 
can thus write the corresponding global residual for all 
’concrete’ nodes as:

and requiring rcs = 0 , where we simplified the notation 
with �bs ≡ � . This global equation is accompanied by a 
non-local equilibrium equation which concerns redistri-
bution of the slip with all nodes attached to a particular 
steel reinforcement:

(36)

rcs∶=�
nel
e=1

[
f c,int,e(dc

n+1
) + f s,int,e(dc

n+1
, �n)

]
− f ext

n+1
;

f c,int,e
i

(dc
n+1

) = ∫
Ωe (∇

sNi)
T�c

n+1
(dc

n+1
) dV ;

f s,int,e
j

(dc
n+1

, �n) = ∫
Γe
bs

(
dMj

dx
)T�s

n+1
(dc

n+1
, �n) dA ;

f ext,e
i,n+1

= ∫
Ωe N

T
i
b dV ,

Fig. 16  Multi-surface macro-scale plasticity criterion combining Drucker–Prager (red cylinder) and St. Venant (gray wedge) that can capture 
both hardening and softening: a illustration in principal stress space; b cut in meridian plane
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Fig. 18  Bayesian inference computation results for (non-Gaussian) PDF of model softening parameters obtained by (square root) GMKF: a 
Ultimate compressive strength �u ; b Fracture energy in compression Gf ,c

The suitable form of the operator split procedure is then 
constructed in order to separate the main update proce-
dure for the concrete displacement which also implies the 
corresponding steel displacement with the frozen value of 
bond slip, from the new slip computation. The latter is not 
equivalent to the local (Gauss quadrature point) plastic 
deformation, since it is computed from the corresponding 

(37)

rbss∶=�
nbs
el

e=1
[f s,int,e(dc

n+1
, �n+1) + f bs,int,e(�n+1)] = 0 ;

f s,int,e
j

(dc
n+1

, �n+1) = ∫
Γe
bs

(
dMj

dx
)T�s

n+1
(dc

n+1
, �n) dA

f bs,int,e(�n+1) = ∫
Γe
bs

Bbs,T�bs
n+1

(�n+1) dA.

slip equilibrium equations assembled from all bond slip 
contributions along the particular reinforcement bar.

For a time step from tn to tn+1 one thus has:
—Given: dc

n
 , �n , the internal variables at tn

—Find: dc
n+1

 , �n+1 , the internal variables at tn+1
—Iterate over i for concrete displacements dc

n+1
,

—for each i and given dc,(i)

n+1
,

—iterate over j for slip �n+1 , by solving

—set �(i)

n+1
 to converged �(j+1)

n+1
;

—solve for new dc,(i+1)

n+1
:

(38)
�rsbs,(i)

��n+1
(�

(j+1)

n+1
− �n) = −rsbs(d

c,(i)

n+1
, �

(j)

n+1
) ;
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—at global convergence set
�n+1 ← �

(i+1)

n+1
 , dn+1 ← d

c,(i+1)

n+1

We note that the computation of the bond-slip param-
eters is carried out for the given nodal values of concrete 
displacements. Hence a smaller set of equations govern-
ing bond-slip is forced to converge for a given iterative 
value of concrete displacement. This could be interpreted 
as imposing the admissibility of the bond-slip forces in the 
sense of the given slip criterion, which is fully equivalent 
to imposing the admissibility of the stress field for each 
component of the reinforced concrete composite in the 
sense of the given damage criterion for concrete and the 
plasticity criterion for steel. It is important to note that 
such a computation is also carried out for each iterative 
sweep (either i or j) in order to provide the corresponding 
values of internal variables governing cracking of concrete 
or plastic yielding of steel. With these values in hand we 
can also obtain the corresponding form of the tangent 
moduli for concrete, steel and bond slip, which allows us 
to compute accordingly the tangent operators needed in 
(39) above. The key ingredient which allows this kind of 
operator split solution procedure, separating the bond slip 
computation from the reinforced concrete displacement 
(with the value of slip kept fixed), pertains to describing 
the bond slip with the relative degrees of freedom. This 
is in sharp contrast with the standard parametrization of 
interface discontinuities (e.g. see [43]), which (as noted in 
[38]) would not allow the use of the same operator split 
procedure. We shown in Fig. 21 the excellent predictive 
capability of the proposed model with respect to experi-
mental results of EDF for a concrete mixture used for 
nuclear reactor shield structures [36]).

(39)

⎡
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Fig. 19  RC composite testing of crack spacing and opening: a 
experimental set-up of a tie-beam test; b experimental measure-
ments of crack spacing and opening for a series of tie-beam speci-
mens; c computational results for stress distribution along the bar 
in concrete, steel and bond; d computational results for plastic 
bond-slip along the bar

Fig. 20  RC composite finite element model: a ED-FEM for concrete 
cracks (element-wise) representation and X-FEM for bond-slip (rein-
forcement bar) representation; b Combined representation and 
corresponding nodal displacements: dc concrete, �bs bond-slip, 
ds = dc + �bs steel reinforcement

Table 3  Prior (log-normal) probability distribution of model param-
eters: mean value and standard deviation

Model parameters Mean (MPa) SD (MPa)

K 2022 202

G 15,167 1516
�̄�f 1.2 0.12
Kh 2400 240
̄̄𝜎f 2.5 0.25
̄̄Gf

0.42 0.042

Kbs 60 6
�y 3.2 0.32
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We next carry on with computing the probability esti-
mates for crack spacing and opening, which requires the 
Bayesian inference identification procedure starting with 
the prior estimate of the model parameters distribution 
as shown in Table 3.

The corresponding parameters for concrete material 
are: bulk modulus K, shear modulus G, yield stress �̄�f  , 
hardening modulus Kh , ultimate stress ̄̄𝜎f  , and fracture 
energy ̄̄Gf  ; while the remaining parameters are bond 
modulus Kbs , and critical bond stress �y . The incremental 
Bayesian inference procedure, absorbing new data one 
step at the time, requires for better parameter estimates 
new data with measurements which contribute the most 
to quantifying crack spacing and opening; here, this hap-
pens at the final stage of the experiments, as shown in 
Fig. 22. Namely, such parameters can be updated only 
after the mechanisms of concrete cracking and bond-
slip are active, which happens at the very end of each 
experiment.

6  Size effect: probability‑based explanation

In this section we present a stochastic approach to model 
size effects in quasi-brittle failure, which implies that the 
large specimen does not fracture in the same manner as 
a small specimen, even though both are built of the same 
material. The most frequently found explanation of the size 
effect are either those based upon Weibull’s statistical theory 
of the weakest link [88], or the asymptotic fit between two 
extreme failure modes described by Continuum Damage 
Mechanics and Linear fracture Mechanics in [2]. Here, we 
offer a more sound probability-based explanation, where 
the key ingredients to use are correlated random fields in 
order to describe the material properties at the macro-scale. 
In other words, we still use a multi-scale computational 
approach and model order reduction to macro-scale, but 
rather than considering the corresponding macro-scale 
model parameters as deterministic (as in the homogeniza-
tion described in Sect. 2), or random variables (as in the sto-
chastic plasticity model described in Sect. 4), we consider the 
model order reduction to macro-scale properties to be ran-
dom fields that can be characterized by a correlation length 
quantifying the distance to which the material parameter 
probability distribution would not change significantly 
(meaning they can be considered as statistically homogene-
ous). We show in the foregoing that such a stochastic frame-
work in multi-scale analysis is especially suited for modeling 
the size effect encountered in quasi-brittle materials, such as 
soil, concrete, mortar etc. The intrinsic randomness of such 
heterogeneous geomaterials and in general large structure 
size impose a particular mechanical behavior at the struc-
ture failure characterized by hardening with a large fracture 

process zone (FPZ), followed by softening with localized 
failure. They are known as quasi-brittle materials which can 
be seen as a sub-category of softening materials (see [40] 
or [37]). We will further illustrate this in an 1D framework, 
where the simplest quasi-brittle material behavior can be 
described with four material parameters: the Young modu-
lus E, the yield stress �y which induces micro-cracking in the 
FPZ, and the failure stress �f  which induces macro-cracking 
after the sudden coalescence of the micro-cracks leading 
to a softening behavior (see Fig. 23a). The last parameter 
to define is the fracture energy Gf [Jm

−2] , which represents 
the amount of energy necessary to create and fully open a 
unit area of macro crack, reducing the stress to zero. We will 

Fig. 21  Électricité de France (EDF) concrete tie-beam test results on 
force–displacement diagram and crack opening: a computational 
results with proposed model and b experimental measurements
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show that the proposed multi-scale approach, where the 
macro-scale parameters are represented as random fields, 
can offer an intrinsic explanation of the size-effect, recover-
ing the dominant failure modes for small (homogeneous) 
structures versus large (heterogeneous) structures, where 
small and large can be quantified with respect to the cor-
relation length of the random field describing the macro-
scale model parameters. Such a characterization is a sound 
alternative to an ambiguous structure size characterization 
(see Fig. 23b) that is supposed to define the roles between 
continuum damage mechanics (CDM) and linear fracture 
mechanic (LFM) in describing the type of fracture [2] .

Our goal is to present the possibility to model the size 
effect, taking place at the macro-scale, with the use of cor-
related random fields for the macro-scale model parameters. 
With some basic assumptions, such macroscopic random 
fields are defined by their marginal (point-wise) first and sec-
ond moments as well as their covariance function. By assum-
ing response isotropy, which is quite reasonable for concrete 
composites, this covariance function might be parameter-
ized by using, for example, a unique scalar value: the correla-
tion length Lc . This length plays a key role in this context of 
size effects. Contrary to classical macroscopic models which 

are based on the RVE concept only, Lc actually defines a scale 
to which the whole structure size is compared. In that sense 
such correlated fields naturally incorporate size effects. 
Moreover, such a correlation length Lc might be compared 
against the so called ‘characteristic length’, which needs to 
be defined for non-local models of fracture (e.g. see [71]). 
Contrary to this characteristic length for which there is a lack 
of physical interpretation, the correlation length Lc , as well 

Fig. 23  a Typical quasi-brittle fracture pattern in quasi-brittle mate-
rials with fracture process zone (FPZ) and macro-crack; b 1D model 
representation of fracture behavior for quasi-brittle material in ten-
sile test

Fig. 24  Normalized realizations of correlated macro random fields 
�y and ef = �f − �y

Fig. 22  Posterior probability density function: a limit stress and b 
ultimate stress
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as the marginal first and second order moments necessary 
to fully define the macroscopic properties random fields, 
might be retrieved from a two-scale analysis like the one 
presented in Sect. 4.2. Thus we draw here a complete mac-
roscopic modeling methodology, starting from properties 
and uncertainties at the meso-scale (which appears to be 
the most pertinent one considering mechanical failure of 
cement based materials), to the macroscopic behavior.

In order to model the size effect with such a macro-scale 
model, the key idea is to consider its parameters (namely, 
limit of elasticity �y and the gap between fracture stress and 
yield stress ef = �f − �y ) as correlated random fields r(x,�) 
over one-dimensional geometric space D . In simple 1D set-
ting, each random field can be viewed either through its 
realizations r(x,�i) or as a family of random variables r(xi ,�) 
assigned at each point xi ∈ D . Similarly, one can appeal 
to the maximum entropy theory (e.g. see [82, 84]) to con-
sider that these random fields �y and ef  would either have 
a lognormal distribution, or as further advocated herein be 
defined as non-linear transformations of Gaussian random 
fields �1 and �2:

where �1 and �2 are fully described by their expected values 
and their covariances:

In (41) above we indicated that the Gaussian random fields 
�1 and �2 are supposed to be weakly homogeneous with 
an exponential form of the covariance and the correlation 
length Lc.

Solving for the response of such a stochastic system by 
Galerkin method essentially consists in computing some 
response statistics, e.g. its expected value. For that pur-
pose, we employ here the classical Monte-Carlo method 
which requires to solve a number copies of deterministic 
problem, each of them being built with a particular realiza-
tion of the random fields �y(x,�i) and ef (x,�i) quantifying 
heterogeneities of the structure parameters along the bar 
length; see Fig. 24.

In order to provide these realizations, and decide which 
ones and how many to use, the correlated random fields �1 
and �2 are generated from the Karhunen–Loève expansion 
(see [53]). For 1D domain D , we can obtain the analytic 
solution (e.g. see [59]) to the Fredholm eigenvalue prob-
lem (42) for eigenvector basis Φi(x) orthonormal in L2(D),

(40)�y = exp(�1) & ef = exp(�2)

(41)��i
(x) & Cov�i (x, y) = Vi exp(−

‖x − y‖
Lc

)

(42)∫
D

Cov� (x, y)Φi(x) dx = �iΦi(y), y ∈ D

and further provide a closed form of Karhunen–Loève 
expansion, already mentioned in (10). For a more complex 
domain that cannot be reduced to a product of intervals, 
the solution of this eigenvalue problem is obtained by 
using the finite element method to discretize domain D . 
For either case, we can further discretize the two Gaussian 
random fields �i=1,2,

and consequently �y and ef  through relations (40).
We note that �i(�) in (43) are univariate Gaussian ran-

dom variables that are uncorrelated and thus independ-
ent, which ensures efficiency of stochastic integrals com-
putations. Further computational efficiency is granted by 
truncating the infinite sum (43) to a finite number of terms. 
We refer to Fig. 25 for illustration of fast convergence of 
KLE representation by using a different number of eigen-
vectors, where the covariance is drawn as a space surface 
parameterized over two intervals each covering 1D space 
D.

In a nut shell, one finally has to solve a number of copies 
of deterministic problem, corresponding to the truncated 
number of KLE modes leading to an acceptable approxi-
mation error. These computations are here performed 
using a modified version of the finite element code FEAP 
[92], integrated in within code-coupling framework [34].

We note that representing a realization (evaluation of 
the random field at a given point in the stochastic domain) 
of �1 and �2 via the truncated Karhunen–Loève expansion 
on each of these bars as described previously and using 
the relations (40) leads to perhaps the most efficient 
computational way of representing in each realization 
the fields �y(x,�i) and ef (x,�i) . The normalized fluctuat-
ing part of each realization of �y and ef  is shown in Fig. 26 
for 3 bars of different length: small, which is equal to Lc , 
medium, which is 10 times longer, and large, chosen as 
100 times longer. It is worth to note that the larger the bar 
is with respect to the correlation length Lc , the more fluctu-
ating the random fields become. Thus, it is more likely that 
macroscopic properties will have low minimum values. In 
terms of strength, such lower minimum values obviously 
lead to a weaker behavior.

Each of these independent realizations is used to per-
form Monte Carlo simulations with 10,000 samples for 
each case using the coFeap and the component tem-
plate library (CTL) [34], with the overall results presented 
in Fig. 26. These computation results are obtained for all 
three bars in Fig. 26a with 99% confidence interval, where 
we checked that none of these error bars are overlapping. 
This allows us to conclude that the number of samples 

(43)�(x,�) =

∞�
i=1

√
�iΦi(x)�i(�)
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used for the Monte Carlo process is large enough to deliver 
sufficiently accurate results.

Figure 26b presents the cumulative density functions 
for the maximum strength of three bars, small, medium 
and large. It is worth to note that the smaller the bar is, 
the bigger is its ultimate stress: 3.68 MPa for the small bar, 
3.3 MPa for the medium one and 2.87 MPa for the large 
bar. In other words, the strength of the structure is directly 
linked to its size. The larger is the structure compared to 
the correlation length, it is likely to be weaker with respect 
to its strength.

Moreover, we also show in Fig. 26c the percentile of bar 
that break for different bar length. Such diagram repro-
duces quite well the deterministic interpretation of size 
effect shown in Fig. 26d, where the participation of the 
fracture process zone (here the contribution of random 
field ef  ) becomes a dominant factor for large bars, which 
is contrary to short bars, where the dominant contribution 
to complete failure pattern is the one coming from the 
random field �y . Hence, this stochastic way of modeling 
quasi-brittle failure naturally reveals size effect. Clearly, the 
correlation length here plays a key role. Comparable to 
the characteristic length which appears in the non-local 
theory, it can be linked to the size of the fracture process 
zone (FPZ) where micro-cracking occurs. The more the 
size of the FPZ prevails on the global size of the struc-
ture (which is the case for a small bar), the more similar 
to continuum damage mechanics (CDM) the structure’s 
behavior is. In the opposite, if the FPZ size is negligible 
with respect to the size of the structure (which is the case 
for a large bar), its influence on the global behavior of the 
structure remains rather small. Thus a macro-crack occurs 
as dominant failure mode, which belongs to linear fracture 
mechanics (LFM) application domain. Modeling the behav-
ior of quasi-brittle materials is an attempt to link these 
two limit behaviors (LFM and CDM). Figure 26 shows that 
one possible way is to consider correlated random fields 
to describe macroscopic quantities and and quantify the 
dominant failure mode by the correlation length Lc.

7  Scale effect: damping model replacement 
for classical Rayleigh damping

For clarity, this crucial idea on how fine scale processes 
stochastically upscale to coarse scale in dynamics is fur-
ther illustrated with a simple example problem of 1D 
beam multi-scale model (see Fig. 27). First, we discuss 
the size effect that can be illustrated by solving a direct 
problem of providing the estimates for damping in con-
crete, which can serve as a more comprehensive model 
replacing classical Rayleigh damping. Namely, when 
considering a macro-scale 1D beam with homogenized 

elastic behavior, eventual energy dissipation can be rep-
resented by classical Rayleigh damping. Such a damping 
effect is proportional to velocity with a damping matrix 

Fig. 25  Random field covariance obtained from 5, 10, 20 and 50 
modes in truncated KLE expansion: a 3D representation; b 2D rep-
resentation and c representation error
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C as a linear combination of structure mass M and stiff-
ness matrices K  [9]; see (44). Next to model simplicity with 
only one model parameter, the so called damping ratio � 
(typically taken as 0.05 for concrete), the main advantage 
of Rayleigh damping is in matching the experimentally 
observed exponential decay of the vibration amplitude 
that can be quantified by the logarithmic decrement � , 
which is proportional to the damping ratio; see (44). The 
main deficiency of Rayleigh damping is that the damping 
ratio � is a structural property, which pertains only to a 
particular structure size, characterized by its stiffness and 
mass matrices (e.g. see [9] or [32]).

How do we obtain the damping ratio for a different struc-
ture size without the need for new experiments? We follow 
recent work [29] to provide a multi-scale model of energy 
dissipation, which can deal with all progressive stages of 
dynamic fracture and also capture size effect. In particu-
lar, we will use a coupled plasticity-damage meso-scale 
beam model [37] to reproduce experimentally observed 
hysteresis loops.

For computational efficiency, we keep linear evolution 
equations of corresponding internal variables (plastic 
strain �p , damage compliance D, hardening variables for 
plasticity �p , or for damage �d ) and variables that handle 
softening phase, both for plasticity, u

p

 , and for damage, 

Dt , in each particular fiber; see (45), which can match 
experimental hysteresis loops not only in terms of their 
shape, but rather in terms of the enclosed area repre-
senting the energy dissipated in each hysteresis loop; 
see Fig. 27.

The multi-scale approach combines these meso-scale evo-
lution equations with a hybrid displacement–stress formu-
lation for macro-scale state variables, and with their inde-
pendent interpolation with an additive decomposition of 
internal variable contributions that simplifying tangent 
stiffness computations

(44)
Mü(t) + Cü(t) + Ku(t) = f (t) ; C = a0M + a1K ,

𝜉 = a0∕2𝜔n ; 𝜉 = a1𝜔n∕2 ; 𝛿 ≡ ln
vn

vn+1
=

2𝜋𝜉√
1−𝜉2

.

(45)

�̇�p = �̇�p
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p
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p
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)
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+
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Fig. 26  a Classification of three bars with respect to correlation 
length Lc : short (1 Lc ), medium (10 Lc ) and large (100 Lc ); b ultimate 
strength CDF; b probability-based explanation of size effect [35] 
illustrated with percentile of broken bars and d deterministic illus-
tration of size effect [2]
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with

The proposed approach results in a very efficient multi-
scale computational model combining global and local 

ũh(x , t)||x∈Ωe = N(x)de(t)

𝜎f ,h(x, t)||x∈Ωe = S(x)� f (t).

equations, that is capable of capturing energy dissipation 
in each particular stage of the beam ductile failure, with 
a cost that is comparable to the solution of (44) with a 
standard time stepping scheme.

The final step is to consider the probability distribution of 
structure heterogeneities, as illustrated in Fig. 28a for the 
case of a plastic component with simple Gaussian distri-
bution of the yield stress �y . for each fiber. We note that 
such an assumption is equivalent to assuming a random 
field distribution of the beam structure macro-scale prop-
erties, given the beam bending problem with linear stress 
distribution. A larger beam structure size (with more likely 
concentration of initial and induced defects) results in 
stronger heterogeneities and thus a larger standard devia-
tion � . For such a large (heterogeneous) structure, we show 
in Fig. 28b the multi-scale model ability to recover expo-
nential amplitude decay, as opposed to linear amplitude 
decay for a smaller (homogeneous) structure with almost 
constant yield stress everywhere; (linear amplitude decay 
is characteristic of frictional energy dissipation [42], which 
confirms the equivalence between plasticity and friction 
[37]). In conclusion, the multi-scale model of damping can 
represent the size effect through the crucial role of prob-
ability distribution of structure-scale heterogeneities.

The scale effect in this model can be illustrated with 
the solution to an inverse problem by Bayesian inference: 
namely, we consider an inverse problem where one would 
like to provide a Reduced Order Model (ROM) at a macro-
scale for a further increase in computational efficiency 
(since we target more demanding problems than this sim-
ple illustration of an 1D beam multi-scale model). In other 
words, from experimental measurements of energy at the 
macro-scale (see Fig. 27b), we would like to obtain the evo-
lution equations of macro-scale internal variables that pro-
vide the best match to dissipated energy. We follow [46] by 
assuming these evolution equations to be linear stochastic 
differential equations, which will best describe the loss-
of-information typical of model reduction. The Quantity 
of Interest (QoI) is still dissipated energy, and computed 
hysteresis loops will still resemble those in Fig. 27b, but 
they are now defined at the macro-scale. Contrary to cur-
rent state-of-the-art approaches to Reduced Order Mod-
els (ROM), such as those already mentioned POD or PGD 
[47], all the internal variables remain active in construct-
ing the best result of Bayesian inference computations 

(47)

Md̈(t) + �
nf
f=1

f int
f
(t) = f ext(t)

�̇�p ≥ 0,𝜙p ≤ 0, �̇�p𝜙p = 0,

�̇�d ≥ 0,𝜙d ≤ 0, �̇�d𝜙d = 0,
̇
𝛾
p ≥ 0,𝜙

p ≤ 0,
̇
𝛾
p

𝜙
p

= 0,

̇
𝛾
d ≥ 0,𝜙

d ≤ 0,
̇
𝛾
d

𝜙
d

= 0.

Fig. 27  Simple problem to illustrate stochastic upscaling in dynam-
ical system: a Multi-scale 1D beam model; b cyclic response of con-
crete in compression: Experimental stress–strain hysteresis loops 
[72]; c cyclic response of concrete in compression: Numerical model 
hysteresis loops [29]
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Fig. 28  Simple problem to illustrate stochastic upscaling in dynam-
ical system: a Gaussian probability distribution of yield stress �y as 
random variable with � as standard deviation; b amplitude decay 
computed with the proposed multi-scale model, indicating transi-
tion from linear amplitude decay for homogeneous structure (bot-
tom graph with � =  0.01) towards exponential amplitude decay 
for heterogeneous structure (top graph with � =  1.06), adapting 
energy dissipation to structure size, with more likely heterogenei-
ties for larger structures
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Fig. 29  Bar with linearly varying fracture energy

evolution rate of dynamic system. The main novelty of the 
proposed ROM is its ability to consider the problem of frac-
ture and rupture, which so far has not been addressed. In 
a certain way, the proposed approach is dual to our recent 
work on reduced models of stochastic plasticity [31], in 
constructing stochastic process descriptions of evolution 
equations at the macro-scale rather than random field 
description of yield criteria at the macro-scale. We also 
note that a successful implementation of the ROM will 
require the judicious choice of embedded-discontinuity 
finite elements [30, 77] in order to accommodate soften-
ing phenomena in a multi-scale computational framework.

8  Stochastic solutions—beyond Young 
measures

A phenomenon which has been observed in the context of 
computations with brittle and quasi-brittle materials—or 
more generally softening materials for that matter—is that 
there are situations where slight changes in the mesh or 
computational algorithm lead to other solutions. The same 
is observed if physical parameters are slightly perturbed. 
This should not surprise too much, as for a softening mate-
rial the incremental stored energy is not convex any more. 
Especially the perturbation of physical parameters may be 
connected to probabilistic descriptions, and then different 
solutions show different probabilities of occurrence. From 
this arose the idea [23] to describe all the possible solu-
tions and their probabilities of occurrence with a random 
field, the probabilities resulting from the energy landscape 
of the problem. This—the randomly perturbed problem 
in the limit as the perturbation vanishes but the multiple 
solutions persist—may be viewed as a relaxatation of the 
original problem.

The concept of relaxation is quite common for non-
convex problems. The approach [23] to be sketched here 
starts from the idea of parametrized measures, also known 
as Young measures and their generalizations, but will go 
beyond and extend these. Young measures have been 
used to mathematically describe oscillation and concen-
tration effects in minimizing sequences [69, 70, 76], as well 
as damage evolution in materials [17], or more generally in 
rate-independent systems [65]. Such measure-valued solu-
tions have recently also been considered for hyperbolic 
systems of conservation laws [18, 19, 50], in particular in 
connection with the occurrence of turbulence. Here the 
problem is reformulated with Young-measure-valued solu-
tions, and then extended to an infinite system of Young 
correlation measures—a concept termed “statistical solu-
tion”. This defines a probability measure in some function 
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[59], with their relative contribution handled by a Hidden 
Semi-Markov Model [51]. Consequently, the model can 
capture the scale effect with changes in the characteristic 
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spaces, and this solution concept apparently goes back at 
least to Foiaş, see [20] for a short account.

At least as powerful, and in our view easier to handle, is 
the new concept of “stochastic solution” [23], which uses 
generalized random fields. Here we will not go into math-
ematical details (they can be found in [23]), but be content 
to explain this with some examples.

The first example is a simple bar under tension with a 
varying product of cross-sectional area A and critical frac-
ture energy Gf  , shown in Fig. 29a. Under sufficient ten-
sion, the bar will break at the points with a minimum of 
Gf A(x) . In Fig. 29a, these are the points x = 1 and x = 4 . If 
now that curve is perturbed with white noise, as shown in 
Fig. 29b, one can count in a histogram Fig. 29c how often 
the bar breaks at which position; the computation of this 
is extremely simple, one only has to find the minimum of 
Gf A(x) . In Fig. 29d we show a kernel approximation of the 
probability density function resulting from the histogram 
in Fig. 29c). As one lets the perturbations in Fig. 29b vanish, 
the breakage probabilities settle down to p1 = 1∕3 and 
p4 = 2∕3 . This is the stochastic solution in this simple case.

If the piecewise linear Gf A(x)-curve is changed to a 
piecewise quadratic as in Fig. 30a, this results in the break-
age probability density function shown in Fig. 30b under 
perturbations. With vanishing perturbations the breakage 
probabilities again settle down to p1 = 1∕3 and p4 = 2∕3.

Combining a piecewise quadratic and piecewise linear 
Gf A(x)-curve as in Fig. 31a gives the breakage probability 
density function shown in Fig. 31b under perturbations. 
And with vanishing perturbations the breakage probabili-
ties now settle down to p1 = 1 and p4 = 0 . These simple 
examples with Young-measure-valued solution show that 
this concept can capture the probabilities of the different 
behaviors.

To show now an example which needs the generaliza-
tion to stochastic solutions, we look at the so-called ther-
mal shock problem from [15]. Here a plate with a certain 
thermal expansion coefficients is suddenly put in contact 
with a cold liquid, and the lower edged starts to contract 
and develop tensile stresses, which eventually lead to 
cracks, see Fig. 32.

Here ΔTc is the critical initial temperature difference 
between plate and liquid where cracking starts. The com-
putations were performed with a newly developed Quad6-
element with embedded discontinuities, see [86] for details. 
The ultimate stress at the lower edge is slightly randomly per-
turbed, which then seeds a first crack at some random point. 
After this initial crack, the following crack development is 
more predictable and depends on the loading intensity, as 
seen in Fig. 32. The three columns are the different load inten-
sities ΔT = 2ΔTc , 2ΔTc , and 8ΔTc . The stochastic solution can 
not only capture the random location of crack initiation, but 
more importantly with the concept of conditioning—which 
was used above for identification and upscaling—also the 
probable evolution of the cracks conditioned on the occur-
rence of the first crack. This conditional stochastic structure 
could not be described just with Young measures.

A final example, taken from [1], shows again this con-
ditional stochastic structure, now in the context of crack 
branching. This is a single edge notched specimen, a 
benchmark test for crack branching. A plate with a short 
notch at the center is suddenly pulled apart, see Fig. 33, 
where only half the plate has to be computed due to sym-
metry considerations. Shown is the dynamic crack pat-
tern evolving and the spontaneous crack branching in 
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Fig. 31  Bar with linearly and quadratically varying fracture energy
Fig. 33  Single edge notched specimen. Dissipated fracture energy 
in Mode I and Mode II for the unperturbed model

Fig. 32  Thermal shock problem for different load intensities. Top: 
elements with initiated cracks. Bottom: dissipated percentage of 
fracture energy
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Fig. 34  Single edge notched specimen. Dissipated Mode I fracture 
energy for a perturbed model

an unperturbed plate; details of the computation may be 
found in [86].

In Fig. 34 two computations of the same model are 
shown, but now the tensile stress has been randomly per-
turbed slightly (2% white noise). One may observe that 
the resulting crack pattern changes considerably, depend-
ing on the random realization. Again, the conditional sto-
chastic structure inherent in describing these solutions 
with evolving random fields can be captured with the 
stochastic solution concept, and again these stochastic 
conditional dependencies could not be described just by 
Young measures.

9  Conclusions

The main thrust of this work was an overview on new 
developments for providing successful solutions to cou-
pled problems of stochastics-inelasticity at multiple scales, 
as the key milestone in quantifying the fracture integrity 
and durability of reinforced concrete and concrete com-
posites. The interplay between stochastics and inelasticity 
here has a crucial role in constructing the multiscale strat-
egy in terms of stochastic upscaling, and a correspond-
ing probability-based interpretation of size and scale 
effects, which quantify how the structure size is chang-
ing the dominant failure modes and dynamic response 
characteristics.

The main contributions that allow connecting vastly dif-
ferent scales for cement-based composites, spanning from 
multiphysics driven micro-structure evolution to non-local 
scales of long fiber reinforcement are numerous—the 
most important already is the attempt to connect the 
phenomena that constitute the successful solution ingre-
dients; from cement hydration to concrete microstructure, 
and further on to concrete fracture and reinforcement 
design. A number of novelties had to be provided, as fol-
lows in this conclusion.

The sound theoretical formulation for fracture 
and inelasticity at multiple scales is deeply rooted in 

thermodynamics. We have constructed a multiscale 
formulation that needs no regularization, contrary to 
mainstream fracture models, such as gradient plastic-
ity, non-local theory, or the phase-field approach. The 
proposed theoretical formulation can correctly repre-
sent the additive split of total dissipation into volume 
and crack-surface components, the full set of fracture 
mechanisms at different scales, their evolutions and 
interactions, and finally the non-local representation of 
reinforcement slip.

Another feature is the most suitable discrete approxi-
mation for each particular scale: Voxel representation of 
microstructure at the RVE-cement micro-scale, Voronoi 
cells at the RVE-concrete for the meso-scale combined 
with ED-FEM for macro-crack representation, and finally 
X-FEM for non-local slip or reinforcement. Such a set of 
choices covers practically all the current mainstream dis-
crete approximations. The main novelty is that all of them 
are tied together within a proposed multiscale approach, 
finding their distinct place and the most efficient role.

The stochastic upscaling is the key contribution that 
allows to achieve computational efficiency by construct-
ing the reduced order model for fracture in a very consist-
ent manner, which is very much different from previous 
ad-hoc choices. The theoretical formulation of stochastic 
upscaling is presented in terms of a Bayesian inference 
procedure, and the computational procedure is illustrated 
on a number different scale transitions, from the finest to 
the coarsest scale considered in this problem.

Of special interest and value are the stochastic upscal-
ing results that provide the most sound interpretation 
of the size and scale effects, and efficient computational 
procedures in terms of the Gauss Markov Kálmán Filter 
(GMKF) approach. With such an approach we can recover 
a reduced model that defines probability distributions of 
fracture parameters describing localized failure with both 
volume and surface dissipation, as well as the most general 
(non-Gaussian) probability distribution of structure failure 
modes for advanced safety and durability evaluation. We 
note that in a probability-based explanation of size and 
scale effects, as well as the proposed extension that goes 
beyond Young measures, the crucial role is played by ran-
dom fields. These important concepts, illustrated for clarity 
in a simple 1D case, remain valid in a more general context.

Finally, it remains to once more point out that these 
advancements were only possible by finding the right 
interplay between stochastics, mechanics, thermody-
namics, Bayesian upscaling, as well as the appropriate 
discrete approximation methods at each scale.
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